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ATM deposits at 7-Eleven
CO-OP Financtal
Sen u.:es. \\ htch oper-

Laura Bush
designates Ontario
a Preserve America
Community
The Cit) of Ontario v. as
recently honored \\hen Ftrst
Lady Laura Bush, honorary
chair of the Preserve America
initiative, tlestgnatcd 11 as one of
the nation\ newest Preserve
Amenca Communities.
A
representative
from
Congressman Joe Baca \ off1cc
presented Ontario\ mayor and
city council with a certificate of
community designation signed
by Mrs. Bush, announcing
Ontario as the newest Preserve
America Communi!).
The Preserve America tnitiative is a White House effort to
encourage and support community efforts to preserve and enjoy
America's priceless cultural and
natural heritage. The goals of the
initiative include a greater
shared knowledge about the
nation's past, strengthened
regional identities and local
pride; increased local participation in preserving the country's
cultural and natural heritage
assets; and support for the eco-

continued on page 3
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ates CO-OP et\\ork
,uul 1ts 25.000 surcharge free
\TMs. p,...-.;;.:=~~U.:El,
---·announced
that ..,...._.,......_
dcpostt taking capability is nov. <1\ ail
<~ble
at
V com®
kiosks 1n more than
2.200
7-Eieven®
stores. Twenty s1x mtll1on
imag1ng
technology
for
credit union members whose
depos11s. allowing users to
cards bear the CO-OP Network
Insert checks directly into the
logo nm\ have the ability to
machine without an envelope
make depostts at the machines.
and recetve an image of the
which arc located throughout
check on their receipts.
12 states.
"CO-op·, t \\ o-and-a-half
Vcom machtnes. \\hich are
year partnershtp v. ith 7-Ele\en
propnctar) to the 7-Eieven
and Cardtronics provides our
netv.ork operator Cardtronics.
members surcharge-free ATM
provide customers with finanaccess at 5.500 stores throughctal sen tees. mcludmg conout the L .S .. wh1ch already
ducting ATM transactions.
includes the Vcom kiosks."
cashing checks and money
continued 1111 page 31
transfers. The kiosks usc check
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Claremont Graduate
University announces
major gift

\ tsitors, and contribute to the
fimmcwl stabtlity of the county
park system.
"This financial lease agreement will benefit the count) by
provtding
a
mimmum
of
$300,000 a year for 25 years,"
said Ovitt.
Ovitt went on to say, "Our
objective is to build <Uld operate a
fir.>t-class fan1ily water park that
provides <m enjoyable experience
in a safe. fun, wholesome and
friendly environment at a reasonable price."
The LMG proposal would

The Drucker lnslttute and
Transdisciplinar)
Stud1cs
Program
at
Claremont
Graduate
Uni,ersit)
announced today that the uni\erslly has received an c\Jraordinary donation of more than
2.500 taped tete\ is ion intervie\\ s with prominent authors
of fiction and nonfiction over
the last 30 years. CGU plans to
digitize the tapes for cas\
online access by scholars an~l
the general pub! ic.
The gift was made by
Connie Martinson, host of the
cable TV program "Connie
Martinson
Talks
Books,"
which has been described by
Los Angeles magazine as the
city's ''premier television book
show," attracting "a profusion
of important and well-known
authors." Among them: Maya
Angelou. Ray Bradbury. AI

continued on pa?,e 36

colltinued on pa?,e 35

Water park/amphitheater
approved
The Count)
Board of
Supef\ isors approved a contract
between Liqutd Management
Group, Inc. (LMG) and the
County of San Bemardino for the
development and operation of a
water park and amphitheater at
Cucamonga-Guasti
Regional
Park.
Supervisor Gary Ovitt commented on the park cnhw1cement
"Since its creation in 1974, the
park has remained \ irtually
unchanged. Since that time the
population of the surrounding
area ha\ increased signific.mtly.
There is a pressing need to
increase park services, attract new

Special
Sections
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Excel National Bank president named
Coleman Report's "20 Most Influential"
Banking veteran nabs spot on leading SBA industry
publication's annual list
Brian Carlson. pres1dent
and CEO of Excel ational
Bank, has been named one of
the Coleman Report's 20 most
influential leaders in Small
Business
Administration
(SBA) lending. (The SBA is
one of the primary lending
sources for small businesses
expand.)
looking
to
According to Robert Coleman,
whose publication is considered the leading source of
news pertainmg to the SBA,
the "top 20" comists of those
who have "made the most significant impact on SBA lending so far this year." Others
honored
include
SBA
Administrator Steven Preston,
Senator John Kerry and Inc.
Robb
Magaz1ne 's
Mandelbaum .
ln just two years, the bank

has rocketed to the 22nd spot
in nationwide SBA Iend1ng
with 228 loans totaling $200
million. With assets of more
than $120 mi Ilion, Excel
offers a full range of services.
lts growing reputation as a
preferred SBA lender, however, is the key factor 111 1ts
meteoric nse.
Excel has
helped a w1de range of businesses expand their operations
and reahze their true growth
potential. lts pnmary strength
is its ability to help clients
quickly and efficiently navigate through the complex SBA
lending process.
While headquartered 111
Beverly Hills. Excel National
Bank maintams offices 111 San
Bernardino. For more mformatlon. VISit W\\'" .bankexcel.com.

Laura Bush ...

efforts. As the mayor of Ontano,
I take pnde 111 our efforts to preserve our h1story for future generations to enJOY and at the same
time creating spec1al places for
visitors to experience." stated
Mayor Paul S. Leon.
Communities
designated
through the program receive
national recognition for their
efforts. Benefits mclude the right
to use the Preserve America logo
on signs and promotional materials: eligibility for Preserve
America Grants: notification to
state tounsm offices: and listing
in a Web-based directory that
showcases Ontano 's preservation efforts and hcntage tounsm
destinations. Preserve America
Communities arc also featured
in
ational Register Travel
Itineraries and in "Teaching with
Historic Places" curricular materials created by the a11onal
Park Service. The City of
Ontario is now eligible to apply
for grants under the Preserve

cominuedfrom pa~e I
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THE BIG CREEN.
MI:DICAL ChSihR

Tilt· snmcr ofmcdtcme, the att ofbcalinlf.

1798 N. Gart:r A I'Olllt', Pomona, C:A

Cardiovascular 1magmg 1s the fancy word for th1s advanced medical
technology But all1t comes down to is being able to see your heart and
Circulatory system maction.
As they watch. whether as 11 happens or 1n rev1ewing the recorded 1mages.
doctors and technologists at Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center's Stead
Heart and Vascular Center can pinpoint problems and determine how to fix
them. The result IS longer. healthier lives for heart patients. And some
mterestmg v1deo to show your fam1ly
The best tools for the job. 1n the hands of the best people -just what you
expect at Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center.

909-865-9SOO

H'II'II'.PI'bmc.01~1f

~ HI'ALTHGRAI>HS

nomic vitality of our communities.
"Preservt!
America
Communities demonstrate that
they are committed to preserving
America's heritage while ensuring a future filled with opportunities for learnmg and enjoyment," Mrs. Bush sa1d. "This
community des1gnat1on program, combmed with the
Preserve
America
Grant
Program. Preserve Amenca
Presidential Awards. and other
federal support, provides strong
incentives for continued preservation of our cultural and natural
heritage resources. I applaud the
City of Ontario for your commitment to preserving an important
part of our nation's historic past
for visitors, neighhors. and, most
importantly, for children."
"It is an honor to receive
recognition from the White
House for Ontario's preservation

cominued on pa8e 34

Dowling tapped to head Economic
Development Agency
A Rancho Cucamonga resident with extensive experience
in economic development and
real estate has been selected as
the County of San Bemardmo's
new economic development
agency administrator.
Mark Dowling, currently
chairman of the County
Planning CommiSSIOn, will succeed Bnan P. McGowan. who
left the county 111 December to
become deputy secretary for
econom1c development and
commerce 111 the state Busmess.
Transportation and Housing
Agency.
"We're looking forward to
havmg Mark as part of our team
and continuing the momentum
we've built since the inccpt1on
of the County Economic
Development Agency." said
County Admmistrativc Officer
Mark Uffer. who supef\ises the
agency under the leadership of

Business Solutions

the Board of Supervisors.
"Mark's expenence working
with national and international
economic development groups
to further their efforts to attract
businesses and create jobs. combined with his knowledge and
understanding of community
development principles, make
h1m an excellent choice to lead
the
County's
Economic
Development Agency;· Board of
Supervisors Chairman Paul
B1ane sa1d.
Dowling was selected following a nationwide recruitment
that attracted several highly
qualified candidates.
"Mark has been my district's
rt!presentallve on the County
Planning Commission sinct!
200 I, and has been a stellar
member of that bod)... said
Fourth D1stnct Supervisor Gary
COnti II lied Oil plH!,(!

Ca fornia I Nevada
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Six Small Steps to Break Out of a Big Rut
You're
doing the same activities over and over, and you're not
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six guidelines to jumpstart your life out of a rut right now .... 13
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Ontario Chamber fights for business at state capitol
The Ontario Chamber of
Commerce led a delegation of
business leaders to Sacramento
May 19, 2008 to meet with key
elected officials on important
issues impacting the Ontario
business community.
The
chamber also met with members of the governor's staff to
discuss critical business issues
pending
in
the
State
Legislature.
"Our lobbying effort in
Sacramento is part of our continuing effort to effectively
represent the interests of
Ontario business with government," stated Jennifer ReschSilvestri, chairwoman of the
Ontario Chamber Board of

Directors. "Informing our
elected officials on issues that
this chamber supports and
opposes and finding ways to
improve our local economy is
our top priority," continued
Resch-Silvestri.
Last year, the Ontario
Chamber of Commerce board
of directors created the
Government Affairs Council
(GAC) and authorized it to act
on behalf of the board of directors to approve any public policy positions that align with the
chamber's policy platform . The
GAC determined the following
issues that were discussed with
Sacramento officials throughout the day-long trip:
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A call to update your employee
handbook

This June in the Inland Empire
Business Journal!

News and Features

June 2008

Governor's
Budget
introduced
m
the
State
Stabilization Act
Legislature.
The Ontario Chamber supcontinued on page 8
ports the concept of a state
budget savings , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
account
or
" rainy
day
fund" to protect the future
state
from
budget
deficits.
However, the
chamber
reserves
its
right to take a
position on a
specific legislative proonce
posal
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leaders head to Sacramento.

On July I. 2008. Caltfom1a
dnvers must put down the1r
cell phones while dnving 111
favor of use of hands-free cell
phone devices. SB 1613, enacted in 2006. prohib1ts the use of
hand-held cell phones among
drivers 18 and older. Under
similar Legislation passed in
2007, drivers under the age of
18 are proh1bited from usmg
any wireless dev1ce while driving.
including
hands-free
devices. Exceptions ex1st for
emergency calls
to
law
enforcement and publtc safety
agencies. Both laws take effect
July I, 2008.
Violators face a $20 base
fine for a first offense and $50
fine for subsequent offenses.
However, the fines under SB
!613 pale in comparison to the
liability an employer may face
if an employee gets mto an
accident while making a workrelated cell phone call.
For example, in December
2007, a Georgia employer settled for $5.2 million a personal
injury suit related, in part, to
one of its employee's use of a
cell phone while driving. The
employee al legedly was talking
on her cell phone while driving
on the freeway when she rearended another car. The collision caused the other car to
c rash into a ditch where it
overturned, trapping the driver's arm between the door and
the road as the car slid along
the ground. As a result of the
accident, the driver's arm was

amputated.
In other examples of
employer liability, an Arkansas
employer lost a $20 9 milliOn
verdict in a case m wh1ch 1ts
employee was using a cell
phone when an accident
occurred. In another case, the
state of Hawaii paid $2.5 million to a tourist who was hit by
a state employee who was dnving and talking on a cell phone.
In light of the new law and
potential liability, employers
face for their employees' negligence,
employers
should
review their policies to ensure
they address employee cellular
phone use. A policy should
provide that employees may
not use hand-held cellular
phones while driving for business purposes. The policy
should also prohibit employees
from using hand-held cellular
phones for calls related to company business while driving for
any purpose. Finally, the policy
should provide that employees
who are charged with traffic
violations due to use of a handheld cell phone will be solely
responsible for all liabilities
that result.

Empwyers should review
their policies to ensure
they address employee
cellular phone use.
Atkinson, Anderson, Loya,
Ruud & Romo. A professional
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The countys' office of International Trade honored by "CALED"

Do not forward this
By]. Allen Leinberger
I have warned people not to
believe what gets e-mailed out to
them. I have told people not to
forward anything that a~ks them
to forward it.
I have mentioned several
times that the Minister of the
Intenor of Nigeria is not sending
you $25.000.000.
All of that being said. I am
forwarding the following e-mail
to you because it bnngs out the
folly of what I tinct in my computer everyday. alongside of legitimate business and personal
notes.
"I JUSt want to thank all of you
for your educational e-mails over
the past year. Thanks to you:
• I no longer open a public
bathroom door without using a
paper towel.
• I can't use the remote in a
hotel room because I don't know
what the la~t person was doing
while flipping through the channels.

• Eating a Little Debbie sends
me on a guilt trip because I can
only imagme how many gallons
of trans fats I have consumed over
the years.
• I can't touch any woman's
purse for fear she ha~ placed it on
the floor of a public bathroom.
Yuck!
• I must send my special
thanks to whoever sent me the
one about poop m the glue on
envelopes because I now have to
use a wet sponge with every envelope that needs sealing.
• Also, now I have to scrub
the top of every can I open for the
same reason.
• I no longer have any savings
because I gave it to a sick girl
(Penny Brown) who ts about to
die in the hospital for the
1,387.258th time.

smell like a water buffalo on a hot
day.
• Thanks to you, I have
learned that my prayers only get
answered if I forward an e-mail to
seven of my friends and make a
wish withm five mmutes.
• Because of your concern I
no longer dnnk Coca Cola
because it can remove toilet
stains.
• I no longer can buy gasoline
without taking someone along to
watch the car so a senal killer
won't crawl in my back seat when
I'm pumpmg gas.
• I no longer drink Pepsi or
Dr. Pepper since the people who
make these products are atheists
who refuse to put 'Under God' on
their cans.
• I no longer use Saran Wrap
in the microwave because it causes cancer.

• I can't sit down on the hotel
bedspread because I can only
imagine what has happened on it
since it wa~ last washed.

• I no longer have any money
at all, but that will change once I
receive the $15,000 that Bill
Gates/Microsoft and AOL are
sending me for participating in
their special e-mail program.

• I can't enjoy lemon slices in
my tea or on my seafood anymore
because lemon peels have been
found to contain all kinds of nasty
germs including feces.

• I no longer worry about my
soul because I have 363,214
angels looking out for me, and St.
Theresa's novena has granted my
every wish.

• I no longer check the coin
return on pay phones because I
could be pricked with a needle
infected with AIDS.

• I have trouble shaking hands
with someone who has been driving because the number one passtime while driving alone is picking your nose (Although cell
phone usage may be taking the
number one spot).

• I no longer eat KFC because
their chickens arc actually horrible mutant freaks with no eyes or
feathers.

• I no longer go to shopping
malls because someone will drug
me with a perfume sample and
rob me.

• I no longer use cancer-causing deodorants even though I

• I no longer receive packages
from UPS or FedEx since they are

• And thanks for letting me
know I can't boil a cup of water in
the microwave anymore because
it will blow up in my face ... disfiguring me for life.

actually AI Qaeda in disguise.
• I no longer shop at Target
since they are French and don't
support our American lroops or
the Salvation Army.
• I no longer answer the
phone because someone will ask
me to dial a number for which 1
will get a phone bill with calls to
Jamaica, Uganda, Singapore and
Uzbekistan

San Bcmardmo County's
innovative approach to linking
local businesses wllh counterparts
in the international marketplace
has been recogmzed with an
Award of Excellence by a
statewide professional economic
development organization.
The California Association
for
Local
Economic
Development presented the

award to the InternatiOnal Trade
Office of the County of San
Bernardino
Economic
Development Agency dunng the
association's recent conference m
Anaheim.
The
association.
known as CALED. IS the premier
statewide professional economic
development organization.
The International Trade
Office was recogmzed for makmg

a significant contnbution to the
field of economic development m
California in 2007. It provides
economic development services
that typically are lacking at the
local
level,
mcluding
export/import resource services,
global connection programs, educational outreach programs, trade
missions and international branding and tourism campaigns.

SOME PERFORM STRANGE RITUAL) TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS.

• I no longer buy expensive
cookies from Neiman Marcus
since I now have their rec1pe.
• Thanks to you, I can't use
anyone's toilet but mine because a
big brown African spider IS lurking under the seat to cause me
instant death when it bites my
rear.
• And thanks to your great
advice, I can't ever pick up $5.00
dropped in the parking lot
because it probably was placed
there by a molester waiting underneath my car to grab my leg.
• I can no longer drive my car
because I can't buy gas from certain gas companies!
I don't know which is worse:
that people send this stuff out or
that people believe it. Most of the
things listed above have come to
me and probably to you. They
only work because of what
Buffalo Springfield sang so long
ago-"Paranoia runs deep."
Don't forward these messages. They should stop at your
computer.

el Environmental SetVices

SMART ENTREPRENEURS SIMPLY CHOOSE ELK GROVE.
It's the naturallociltion to Citart a new business or grow an e.xisring one.

Elk Grove has a wealth of educated workers who would love to work
where they live. Our bu•inesse> profit from easy access to Interstate 5,
Highway 99 and Sac.-.mento Airport. With such a safe and hospitable
environment, u's no wonder that Elk Grove is known as one of the
fastest growmg cities in the country. Break the superstition hab1t.
Come di•cover what many entrepreneurs here have already concluded.
Elk Grove means business and hu•me.s is good.

ELK GROVE
· ··t,;·· .~oc;r

I

The award brings statewide
recognition to San Bernardino
County's effort to bridge the gap
between local companies and
potential global partners. By taking on duties that usually are disregarded by county government,
the International Trade Office
really stood out, said My Kristy
Nong. a spokeswoman for
CALED.
"They are one of the only
organizations out there with an
international trade office." Nong
said. "We don't see that a lot at
the city. county or even state
level. especially at the count)
level. They have a very Impressive program."
The International Trade
Office he Ips busmesses from
around San Bemardmo County
compete better in the global economy. Smce its inception in 2006.
the trade office ha\ trained more
than 650 busmess constituents
and created more than $217 million in projected transactions
through its Global Matchmaking
program. It works closely with
local chambers of commerce. umversities and city economic development agencies to increase
awareness of international trJde
possibilities
around
San
Bernardino County.
"There are numerous international trade opportunities for businesses m San Bernardino County.
but before the International Trade
Office was created, there wasn't
an entit; specifically designed to
help business owners tum those
economic opportunities into ceonomic realities." Board of
Supervisors Chrurman Paul Biane
said.
Working under the guidance
of private sector-led International
Trade Advisory Council. the
International Trade Office fosters
overseas business connections
and helps brand San Bernardino
County as a global and diverse
place in which to do business.
Moises Cisneros, who has led
the International Trade Office
since its inception two years ago.

til I

www.etkgroveciry.org • 916.683.7111

continued 011 page 15
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CLOSE-UP
Richard Hart named president of Lorna Linda University
Adventist Health Sciences Center
R1chard Han. MD. Dr. PH.
Chancellor and CEO of Loma
Linda Lniwr~lt). has been
named president and ch1ef executiw off1cer of Loma Linda
Lniver~ll)
Ad\ enti~t Health
Soence~ Center lLLC .\HSC)
He \\ Jll replace B. L) n Behrens,
\1BBS . who announced last
December that she would be
retiring m March of :mos.
"The board and search committee belie\ e that Dr. Han's
distmgmshed career of service
has ideal!; prepared him for th1s
position." said Cooper. "A"' both
a physician and an academician,
he is knowledgeable about the
unique challenges and opportunities faced b; an academic
health sciences center. We
believe he brings both the training and the experience to lead
this organization at this important time in its history, and will
he able to ensure that no
momentum is lost as we move
fom ard on major expansion,
fund-raising and research initiatives now in place."
Richard H. Han, MD, Dr.
PH, was named chancellor and
chief executive officer of Lorna
Lmda University in Februal),
200 I. He was born in 1945 at the
Lorna Linda Sanitarium and
Hospital, and received his early
education in Washington at
Upper Columbia Academy in
Spangle, and Walla Walla
College in College Place. While
at Walla Walla, he became the

June 2008
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Com pam·
first student m1ss1onary from the

Seventh-da; Ad,·enust Church
to serve outside ol North
Amenca.
In 1966, pnor to hi'> first
year in med1cal school, he marned Judy Osborne The Hans
no\\ h,tve three daughters:
Chandra, Briana. and Kan
In 1970, he earned two LLU
degrees--an MD from the
School of Medicine and an MPH
from the School of Public
Health. Fol io" mg an mtemal
medicme internship at LLLMC.
he began studies toward his doctor of public health degree at
Johns Hopkins Umverslly in
Balt1more.
From 1972 to 1976. Dr. Han
served in Tanzania. As a population intern from the Johns
Hopkms School of Hygiene and
Public Health, he developed the
department of community health
in Moshi. During this time, he
co-authored ·'Child Health," a
book for m1d-level health professionals in Africa. In 1974, a
USAID contract with LLU took
him to Dar es Salaam in
Tanzania, where he was chief of
party to the Ministry of Health
and helped to develop a maternal and child health program.
In 1977, Dr. Han received
his doctor of public health
degree from Johns Hopkins
University and became boardcertified in preventive medicine.
Dr. Han has served Lorna Linda
University since 1972, including

as chatr of the department of
health sciences, director of
the Center for Health
PromotiOn. cha1r of the
School
of
\1ed1cine
Department of Preventive
:0.1edicine. and. smce 1990.
dean of the School of Public
Health.
Dr. Hart\ vision extends
to the farthest reaches of the
globe. l-11s earl] mvolvement
in student missionary· work
\\as kc; m the development
of Students for International
Mission Service and Soc1al
Action Community Health
System--a local low-cost .....-::cR.,-ic..,..lu_m_d""'H,.,.t-tr-r,-=c""'lumce//or and CEO of J
health-care system for the Lama Linda Uni1•enm:, lw.\ been named
medic all; underserved. He
Pre.1idenr and CEO ofUmw Linda
is also president of Adventist
Unil·ersirv Adwnri.lf Health Science.\
Health International, a new
Cemer.
organization created to man-----~
University organizatton. More
age health services in developthan 100 certificate and degree
ing countries.
Founded in 1905, Lorna
programs are offered by the
Linda Umverslly (LLU) IS a pnschools of Allied Health
vate, Chnsuan, coeducational,
ProfessiOns,
Dentistry.
health sciences university locatMedicme,
ursmg. Pharmacy.
ed in Southern California 60
Public Health, Religion. and
miles east of Los Angeles close
Science
and
Technology.
to San Bernardino. LLU IS pan
Curricula offered range from
of the Seventh-day Adventist
certificates of completion and
Church's system of higher eduassociate in science degrees to
cation. As such it provides an
doctor of philosophy and profesenvironment for learning that
sional
doctoral
degrees.
emphasizes individual commitStudents from more than 80
ment to Christ, personal integricountries around the world and
ty, intellectual development, and
virtually every state in the nation
community
service.
Eight
are represented m Lorna Linda
schools and the Faculty of
University's student body
Graduate Studies comprise the

L
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SB 1539 (Calderon ) Meal
Periods
The Ontario Chamber suppons SB 1539 that will provide
clarity and guidance when compl)ing and enforcing employee
meal periods (meal breaks). The
proposed Ia\\ is a comprehen-

sive solution that serves employers and employees regardless of
the size or union status.

AB
3025
(Lieber)
Polystyrene Packaging
The
Ontario
Chamber
opposes AB 3025 because it
would prohibit a business from
selling expanded loose fill packaging (common!) referred to as
·'packaging peanuts"). Th1s proposed Ia\\ fails to recognize the

resource efficiency and environmental benefits of the loss fill
packaging material. This could
ultimately impact multiple businesses that ship goods and materials as a main component of
their business.
"We look forward to our
elected officials taking the lead
on these three important Issues
to ensure that our regional business comrnunit) remains pros-

perous," stated Mark Smiley,
president/CEO of the Ontario
Chamber. "Our businesses can
count on the Ontano Chamber to
make sure their voices are heard
in Sacramento," Smtley continued.

For more information on rhc
Ontario Chamber\ effort.\ 111
Sacramenw.
log on
ro:
II'II'II'.OIIfctricJAch·cJc'an·.hi::.

Top five. by perccnlage

1klk2f f2.in1 %Change
Mlm1!! ~

Nattonal RV Holdmgs Inc
0.09
Basin Water Inc
5.09
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
1.91
Outdoor Channel Holdmgs Inc 7. 91
K-Fed Bancorp
11.58

0.05
3.92
3.45
7.47
11.15
Ticker

American States Water Co
Basin Water Inc (L)
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp
Emrise Coq>
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc (L)
Hansen Natural Corp (L)
HOT Topic Inc
K-Fed Bancorp
Modtech Holdings Inc
National RV Holdings Inc
Outdoor Channel Holdinas Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc (L)
Physicians Formula Holdinas Inc
Provident Financial Holdings Inc (L)
Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc (L)
Vineyard National Bancorp(L)
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc

0.04
1.17
0.46
0.44
0.43

80.0%
29.8%
13.3%
5.9%
3.9%

5/21/08
Close Price

Company

~
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1.78
5 70
1.67
1519
II 'i4

-2.14
-2.54
-0.35
-7.25
-1.93

PFF Bancorp Inc
I .64
Vineyard Nattonal Bancorp
3.16
Channell Commerctal Corp
1.32
Hansen Natural Corp
28.14
Physicians Formula Holdtngs Inc 9.61
4130/08

Open Price

%Chg.
Month

52 Week

52 Week

High

Low

Point '7cChange

Current PIE
Ratio

23.0
46.14
31.78
34.02
35.02
-2.9
5.09
NM
29.8
13.42
3.49
3.92
NM
6.01
1.08
1.32
1.67
-21.0
13.9
13.00
8.40
10.16
11.48
-II .5
NM
0.0
1.30
0.42
0.65
0.65
11.41
3.37
NM
3.91
3.45
13.3
17.7
27.90
28.14
-20.5
68.40
35.39
11.87
3.90
13.8
4.84
5.31
-8.9
34.1
11.58
11.15
3.9
19.00
7.61
NM
0.15
0.22
0.19
-13.6
2.99
NM
0.03
80.0
2.50
0.09
0.05
NM
7.91
7.47
5.9
11.93
5.30
NM
30.37
1.28
-56.6
1.64
3.78
7.71
14.3
9.61
11.54
-16.7
18.47
2'i.40
11.50
15.9
12.26
n.06
-6.1
6.05
57
7.15
-10.2
19.68
6.60
NM
2SQ
3.16
5.70
-44.6
25.50
tRO
11.04
-9.0
28.24
33.91
'23.90
Notes: (H)- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) -Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not
AWR
BWTR
CHNL
CVBF
ERI
FLE
HANS
HOlT
KFED
MOOT
NRVH
OUTD
PFB
FACE
PROV
TMCV
VNBC
WPI

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nalton \ leading mvestment banking and financial
advtsOf) organizations. All slock dala on thts page " provided by
Duff & Phelps. LLC from sources deemed reliable. o recom
mendalton " intended or tmplicd (~I 0) 284·8008.

-56.6%
-44.6%
-21.0o/c
-20.5%
-16.7o/c
Exchange
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NA<;;OA()
NA<;;n~o

NY SF.
Meanmgful

MANNERINO
LAW

OFFICES

Five Most Active Stocks
Month Volume

Stock

68.841.366
14.518.614
13.595,607
11.350.924
7.787528

Hansen Natural Corp
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc
CYB Financial Corp
Fleetwood Enterpnses Inc
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

Ontario Chamber ...

THE LOSERS

Top five. by percemage

134.412.450

Monthly Summary
"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830

S/21/08
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
'lew Lows

5
12
I
0
7

"Had laws not been, we never had been b/am 'd ; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence"
Sir Wi/ilam Davenant
1606-1668
10681 Foothill Blvd. Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
tel. (909) 980-0630 fax. l909) 948-8674
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IMarcus&_Millichap
Riverside-San Bernard ino
2008 Annua l Report
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• 2008 NOPI Rank: 8, No Change. The Inland Empire he ld Hs position in 2008 desplte more modest
employment growth than in recent years.
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• Employment Forecast: Local employers are forecast to expand payrolls by 20,000 positions this
year. a 1.5 percent increase. Office-using sectors are expected to add 1.800 new hires 111 2008. a gain
of 0.8 percent.***
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• Construction Forecast: Office completions will total 1.5 million square feet this year, down from 1.6
mi llion square feet in 2007.
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• Vacancy Forecast: A red uced pace of job creation and above-average supply growth w11l push up
marketwide vacancy 160 basis po ints to 15. 1 percent. Las t year, vacancy climbed 370 basis points.

Sales Trends
]
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Competitive cap rates and a favorable extended outlook will attract buyers to the Inland Emp1re in
2008. Cap rates averaged in the mid-6 percent range last year, where they are expected to rema111
throughout much of 2008. In recent years. Class B/C owners have benefited from spillover demand
generated by aggressive rent growth in the Class A segment: however, thi trend will likel] reverse as
new high-end suppl] comes online and competes for tenants. This year. buyer· who typtcally target
lower-tier space may become hesitant to assume stgmficant re-leasing risk due to slower employment
growth. As a result. man> investors are likely to opt for h1gh occupancy properties in stable 111land
cities. such as Ch111o, where the construction pipeline remams th111 due to land constra111ts.

2008 Market Outlook

Rent Trends
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• Re nt Fo recast: The de livery of mo re expe nsive space is projected to support asking rent growth of 3.8
pe rcent to $ 23.48 per square foot in 200 8, while e ffective re nts are forecast to climb 2.9 percent to
$20 . 12 pe r square foot.
• Investment Fo recast: Pote ntia l buyers may wan t to consider locations in the Palm Spri ngs/Palm Desert
subma rke t. A lack of construction and steady househo ld growth have led to inc reasing ly tight
conditions. a tre nd that is expected to continue g iven the limited number of projects in the pi pel me.
... In the Inland Emp•re quanerly economic repon published by SANBAG, Dr John Hu;ing forecasts thai in 2008. !he Inland Empire
economy is forecaslcd to lose 17.900 JObs (-I 4% }. after having added JU" 592 JObs m 2007 (0.05'k }.

Market Forecast

June 2008
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Investors Drawn to Healthy Leasing Activity in
Inland Empire's Western Cities
For the Inland Empire office market, above-average construction activity will be the prevailing
trend in 2008. Local JOb creation is proJected to exceed the national average again in 2008. but it will
lag the robust expansiOn recorded in previous years due to slower growth in housing related sectors. In
te~s of new supply, this year's completions will be more than double the metro's five-year annual
average. representmg a nearly 8 percent boost to total inventory. While metrowide vacancy is expected
to push htgher this year, leasing activity in the Ch111o/Montclatr/Upland submarket is anttcipated to
rema111 strong. supported by the area's transportation access and proximity to coastal counties. As such,
vacancy 111 the area 1s forecast to improve and settle 111 the mid-I 0 percent ranger allowing owners to
trim concessiOns. Absorption will a lso stay robust in the Temecu la Valley/Murrieta submarket, where
demand from population-serving employment sectors cont111ues to sustain the need for additional space.

Employment Trends
-~..,....

June 2008

Employment: 1. 5% •

Construction: 6% •

Vacancy: 160 bps •

Asking Rents: 3. 8% •

No man is an islandexcept Steve McGarret
By Joe Lyons
That litle Is an old "Hawa11
Five-0" JOke, but 11 does not
hold true for traffic here 1n the
Inland Emp1rc. Every car is in
its own universe. That 1s why I
for one am glad the laws are
changing.
First. as of July. cell phone
use is onl] gomg to be allowed
on hands-free systems I can
happily carr) on calls to ffi)
wife or fnends with both hands
on the wheel thanks to
Bluetooth technology. That
b1inky thing in my ear may look
like the device in Lt. Uhuru 's
ear on "Star Trd.... but 11 moves
with me and works as good as
any other phone. Other people.
however. with one hand holding
the phone to their car. somehow
lose sight of what's around them
on the road. The) seem oblivious of the fact that 1 am m the
next lane as they drift over.
If you've ever tried to get
hold of your phone on chilly
days when you not onl] have to
get through your seatbclt but
also did down under your overcoat to get to your phone. you
knO\~ just how distra<.:ting that
can be. I imagine that digging
through a purse to lind your
phone while driving must be just
as dangerous.
Second. smokmg in the car
with children is no longer permitted. This probably has somethmg to do with secondhand
smoke. which I don't buy into.
S till the number of accidents

that occur while someone is
lighting up or brushmg an ash
from their lap can be lnghtening. Ban car smoking altogether.
Personally. I love a good
cigar now and then. but I will
not smoke in my car and I don't
want anyone else smoking 111
there either Smoking can devalue the trade-m value as well as
bum holes 111 the seat. Besides. 1
don't know about you. but I usc
the ashtrays for loose change.
I know we are dealing with a
personal rights Issue here and I
norrnally would s1de with the
person mstcad of the state. but
anything that distracts the drivers. especially those aiming at
me. can't be good
The late Washmgton State
Governor D1xie Lee Ra; once
sa1d that government could only
do so much to protect a fool
from his O\\n foolishness. She
was addressing th..: motorcycle
helmet Issue at the time. This,
however. 1s thfferent. I v.ant to
be protected from the driver
who is distracted by the cell
phone or the fallen ash. I \\Off]'
also about the uninsured
motorist and th..: gu) coming up
behmd me with bad br..:aks.
But one thing at a time. Get
a Bluetooth or a plug-in phone
device. L..:am to use it and keep
It charged. Smoke out in the
parking lot.
Just stay awa) from me out
on the freeway if you can't pay
attention to the traffic.

2009 Book of Lists
Reserve your advertisement space today
in the Inland Empire's premier reference tool.
Call Bill Anthony at 909-483-4700 or
fax for information at 909-483-4705

Promoting property rights
By Bill Leonard
member State Board of Equa lization
The fev. Californians who
will cast ballots in the June
election will be cons1dcnng
only two 1111tiatives that on cursory glance are very similar.
Proposition
98
Is
the
"California Propert)' Owners
and Farmland Protection Act"
while Proposition 99 is the
"Homeov.ners and Pnvate
Property Protection Act .. Both
measures arc the latest reaction
to the L.S. Supreme Court
decisiOn Kelo vs. The City of
New London which granted
that city the nght to take
owner-occupied homes and
turn the land over to a pnvate
developer who had construction plans. And v.h!le both
measures claim to limn the
power of government to se1ze
your property. I believe only
Prop 98 does that sufficient!)
to ment )Our support.
Prop. 98 is sponsored by
the Howard Jarvis Ta\payers'
As soc tat ion and says that gO\ernment rna) not use eminent
domain to take homes. small
businesses. churches or farmland and gi\t: 11 mer to a private developer for so-called
redevelopment
prOJCCh.
HO\\evcr. government can still
use eminent domam if the land
is properly needed for a public
purpose like a school. road or
park.
I am voting YES on
Prop. 98 because I do not
believe that pnvate developers
should connive with government to get the property they

want to build on for less than
they m1ght have to pay that
property owner directly. I used
to do land acquisition for a
redevelopment agency. Every
single 11me that agency wanted
a p1ece of land. I was able to
purchase it by negotiating with
the property owner and eminent
domain
was
never
invoked . There IS no reason
that same negotiation cannot
work today.
Unfortunately. some local
governments are not interested
in negotiating. It takes too
long. it costs too much. Those
local governments are nov.
pushing Prop. 99. wh1ch also
limits eminent domain. but
do..:s not go far enough.
S1mpl) put. my b1as 1s 111 favor
of propert; owners rather than
government. Pro pert) O\\ ners
have the right to disagree \\ 1th
both future developers and
their
gm.crnment
about
\\ hether a proJeCt is "necessar)" and whether seinng pn·
'ate land is "juslltied." Smce I
am not proposing an abolishment of eminent domam. th..:
n..:xt step when such a disput..:
exiSts v.ould be for the go\l!rn·
ment to get a JUry to award
them the propcrt> and to pa)
the amount named while letting
the ov. ncr tell the JUry w h) he
does not \\ish to sell. Prop. 9S
does make it tougher on the
government to make the case

cominued 011 page 31
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Dowling to head
agency ...
cominued fmm pa~c 3
0\ ttl. .. H~ h;h mad~ prud~nt.
\\ell
thought-out
d~ci\iOn\
re!lecting his gr~at r~servo1r of
experience and common sense.
He will be hard to replace.
However. he will be an asset to
our county family in hts new
position."
Dowling began his ne\\
dutie\ on :V1ay 27. A licensed
real estate broker. he holds a
master\ degree in public administration and a bachelor's degree
in political
science
from
Californta State University.
Fullenon.
..As we contmuc to work
together to strengthen our economy-bringing in jobs that can
suppon families. incorporating
green technologies that save our
resources, and developing small
gro~ th communities that contribute to the overall health of
our residents-! am confident
that hiring Mark Dowling will
enable us to accomplish what is

best for our county:· said Fifth
D1stnct
Supen isor
Josie
Gontale\.
.. 1 am pleas~d to welcome
him as director of our Economic
De\ clopmcnt
Department.
Bringmg '\1ark on board 1s a
continuation of our ctT011s to
work w11h talented. progressivethinking people who arc committed
to
making
San
Bernardmo County the best it
can be for those whom we
serve, .. sa1d Gon1alcs
Smcc 1999, Dowling has
served as v1ce pres1dcnt of De
Oro Properties. a full-serv ICC
real estate development company m Ontario. He previously
serv·ed as vice president of the
La Jolla Institute and as assistant
director of the Center for the
New West, both of which arc
non-profit economtc development think tanks. He also served
as a business development associate for the Inland Empire
Economtc Panner;hip, a regional non-profit economic development organization representmg
San Bernardino and Riverside
Counties.

THE HISTORIC

GALLEANO WINERY
We can custom
design a label
just for you
using: Photos,
Logos, Colors,
Invitations,
Themes.
Weddings • Anniversaries
Binhdays • Special Events
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts
Wine Tasting Available Daily

4231 WioeviUe Road
Mira Loma, CA 91752
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180
"'"'"'·galleanoK'inel)'.com
Tour the Historic Winery v.~~kends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or b) appointment
Listed in the National Register of Histoncal Places
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Six Small Steps to Break Out of a Big Rut
By Guerline Jasmin

The City of Rtvcrside contmues
to top national econ01ntsts' lists
for JOb and employment growth,
due to its d1verse industry base
and burgeoning high technology
and research corridor. With a
number of economtc development imllatives mtended to
strengthen its role as a job center.
Rtver;tde now boasts more jobs
than its resident and employment
base. prO\ ing to be a hub for economtc and commercial activity.
The city recently made Forhes
Maga~ine's ltsl of ' Best Cities
for Jobs,' thanks to its strong job
and income growth, with the city
having achieved a five-year
annualized job growth rate of
4.3%. Also. Integra Realty
Adnsors, one of the nation's
leading real estate valuation and
counseling !inns. touts the
growth potential 111 River;ide. It
ranked Riverside #I for both
overall annual growth percentage and total employment
growth in tts 2008 IRR
Viewpoint.
The following are some of the
commercial real estate activities in the Inland Empire:
A high-profile netghborhood
shopping center in Chino Hills
was purchased by a Los Angeles
investment entity for $47.2 million, or $487/sf. The properly is
Gateway Village, a 97,000-sq.ft. asset situated on 13.9 acres at
3560-3670 Grand Ave, directly
adjacent to the Chino Valley
(State Highway 71) Freeway at
the Grand Ave. exit. National and
regional credit tenants, including
Henry's Market, Baja Fresh,
Bank of America, Chevron,
Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf, ChickFil-A and Chili's, make up
roughly 81 % of the propeny's
square footage . The properly was
I 00 percent occupied at the time
of sale. The eight-building prop-

erty was constructed in three
phases. with Phases I and II hav
ing been butlt 111 2003, followed
by Phase III 111 2006. Edward B.
Hanley of Hanley Investment
Group represented both the
buyer and seller 111 the deal. The
buyer was Grand Gateway 1. II.
and Ill, LLC. while the seller
was Gateway Village I, II. and
III.
LP
of
Newpon
Beach .......... Also in Chmo Hills,
Jacuzzi Brands Corp, the wellknown manufacturer of hot tubs
and other related products. mked
a six-year lease for 30.800 sq. ft.
of office space at The Shoppes
at Chino Hills. a 750,000-sq.-ft.
master-planned prOJeCt mcorporating retail, office and a new
civic center in Chtno Htlls.
Situated
above
rctatlcrs.
Jacuzzt 's space will include a
luxury showroom. a private
entry, operable windows. a balcony overlooking the Chmo
Valley and immediate access to
more than 70 retatlers set to open
their doors at The Shoppcs at
Chino Hills. Taylor Ing and
Michael Day of CB Richard
Ellis represented both Opus West
and Jacuzzt 111 the transactton.
Designed by intemauonally
known architect Altoon + Poner,
The Shoppes at Chino Hills is
situated on 50 acres and will feature a 400,000-sq.-ft. regional
center, 60,000-sq.-ft. of office
space built over retail, 250 units
of housing, a new ctvic center, a
community library and police
station ............... Garmon
Corporation, a manufacturer of
nutritional pet supplies, purchased three industrial buildings
totaling 38,500 sq. ft. within The
PRES Companies' newly completed Temecula Corporate
Center. The buildings are at
27461. 27497 and 27503 Via
Industria and arc pan of

continued on pa!!,e 15

You know how 11 feels to be
stuck in a rut. You're domg the
same activities over and over,
and you're not happy. Maybe
you feel bored with your life or
burnt out on the job. Perhaps
you know what would make
you happy. such as a new JOb
position or mcreascd responsibility at work. but makmg that
goal a reality seems msurmountable and not even worth
trying. So you stay in the same
situation you're currently 111.
hoping that someday something will change, but 11 never
does. Face it. .. you're in a rut!
Being stuck in a rut is never
fun. Aside from being bored
with your situation. being in a
rut also makes you more prone
to depression and negative
thinking--the two things that
will keep you 111 your rut for
even longer. So if you want
your situation to change, you
must change. Instead of complaining that there's nothing
you can do to make your life
better, realize that there's actually a lot you can do. You just
have to get out there, take a
risk, and do something.
When you arc not making
any progress toward a panicular goal and feel completely
stuck, the key to makmg a big
change is to make little
changes. Use the following six
guidelines to jumpstart your
life out of a rut right now.

I. Think Big ... and Small
You need motivation to
change. Therefore, think of the
new circumstances you want in
your life. Envision the new job
or the new comer office. Now
you have the motivation to
actually do something. But
don't stop there . Once you
decide what you want. you
then need to make a plan to get
there. Create a hst of action
steps that will move you closer

to the vision you have for yourself. Realize that your action
steps don't have to be btg or
monumental leaps. They can be
smal l baby steps that lead you
to your goal. Always remember
that small steps, done conststcntly, will get you where you
want to go.

2.
Be
100
Percent
Responsible
To get unstuck, you have to
be I 00 percent responsible for
your act10ns. After all, you arc
the only person with the power
to change your situation.
Despite what you may think,
your company, the marketplace, and even your family do
not have the power to make
changes for you. You are m
control of your life and must be
responsible
for
making
changes. Therefore. don't complain about your current situation. Sure, your complaints
helped you realize that you
were dissatisfied with something, but now that you're
aware of what you want or
don't want in life, stop complaining. Your constant negativity will only further drain
you and won't change your situation. For example, if you're
experiencing a bad situation.
such as a job loss, instead of
concentrating on the job loss
and complaining about it.
embrace the change and think
how you can upgrade your
resume or whom you can contact for new job opportunities.
3. Express, Don't Repress
As you work your way
through your rut, don't suppress your emotions. Instead.
experience them fully. Going
back to our example of a job
loss. perhaps you're very sad
that you lost your job. Maybe
you loved that job and wanted
to stay with the company for

the rest of your workmg career.
Rather than be depressed for
weeks or even months, express
the emotion you're feelmg. If
you feel you need to cry or yell
out in rage. then do so. After
you've let the emotton out. let
11 be. Don't dwell on it forever.
Expertence the emotion and
then move on. Remember. each
event \ve experience in our life
is a leammg opportunity. Find
the lesson that's hidden in your
current s11uation so you can
move on.

4. Take Inventory
Schedule time each day to
review your past successes.
Many times when people get
stuck in a rut, they forget about
all the great thmgs they did in
the past. They are concentrating on the present. which IS not
so good right now, and they
can't figure out how they'll get
past thetr current circumstance.
However, when you look back
at your past successes, you
stan building your confidence
and your inner strength. You
are reminded of all your wonderful capabilities and that you
can be s uccessful again, if only
work toward your goal.

5. Expand Your Focus
It's easy to want something,
whether it's a new relationshtp,
a promotion, or even to lose
wetght. The work happens
when you're making that want
a reality. This is when you need
to shift your thinking from
"wanting" to "having." Why is
a " having mindset" so important? Because when you focus
on something in terms of "having," your subconscious mind
will go to work tmmedtately to
come up with a number of
ways to get the item or circumstance. Therefore. create a picture or scrapbook representing
your successful hfe. Cut out

pictures and words from magaJ:ines that represent what you
want. This step is important,
because once you create your
vision on paper, it'll be remforced m your mind. You can
then go through that scrapbook
every day to remind yourself of
the kind of life you want.
Addtllonally. write down what
you want seven times per day.
When doing so. be sure to
wnte in the present tense. as if
you already have the circumstance. For example. you could
wnte. "I am the best salesperson in the company." Or, "I
have a new 2008 Mercedes
Benz."

6. Do Something
Many people who are stuck
in a rut reply to every suggestion or request with the same
answer: "Well. .. I'll try." It's
time to reJeCt that answer. You
need to either accept. decline.
or counter the suggestion. The
words 'Til try'' are not motivating and contain the seeds of
defeat. The fact is that trying
and thinking about domg
something are a waste of time
and energy. To get out of a rut.
you must do something. For
example, you can take a different road to and from work.
Take a walk during your lunch
hour. Meditate 15 minutes a
day. Doing something. whether
big or small. will revitalize
your life and make you more
attune
to
opportunities.
Ultimately. the decision is up
to you. So if you really want a
change, do something today.
o matter what the outcome is
of your activity, you're going
to learn something. So take a
step toward getting out of the
place you don't want to be anymore.

continued on page 35
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Economic stimulus package is good public policy
By Frank Williams

parts of our county
today are feelmg the pinch of
the economtc recessiOn we currently face, and residenh of
San Bernardino County arc no
exception. High gas prices,
mounting job losses m \arious
sectors coupled with the housmg mar(...et crisis all contribute
to the poc(...etbook challenges
that families face today.
The housing crisis in San
Bernardino County ts particularl:y bad news for our local
economy. The jobs created
from dtrect constructton and
related employment such as
suppliers,
subcontractors,
lenders and realtors all suffer
dunng a housing slump.
Inevitably. new commercial
development will also slow as
well since new retail follows
rooftops. The housing recession
hurts us all because it not only
results m increased unemployment but also means sigmficantly less sales tax revenue
will be generated for local government to use for quality of
life services.
Put another way, a 2004
study by Dr. John Husing highlighting the economic benefits
of new residential development
to San Bernardino County
found that over 70,000 new
jobs and $3 billion in revenue
were a direct result of new
home construction. Sadly, it is
likely that these annual economic contributions during the
housing boom are all but eliminated in our current housing
recession.
Fortunately, local government leaders in San Bernardino
County are responding to this
crisis by implementing an economic stimulus package - a
growing trend of temporary
policies seeking to jumpstart
new home construction in
hopes of sparking economtc
groY.th. The boldest of these
policy decisions to date was
made on May 14th, when the

Victorville City Council voted
to reduce single famil:r and
multi-famil}
development
impact fees through the end of
the year from approximatcl:r
$11.300 to $4.900.
The Ctl)' also alread:r
offered the optton to defer payment of the fees from prior to
constructton to fee payment
near the close of escrow. The
fee deferment decreases the
burden of upfront costs by easing the sum amount of construction loans builders will
need, whtch ulttmately make
their way to the end sales price.
The approach to defer payment
of fees toward the end of construction ts a policy approach
also embraced in a variety of
ctlles
including
San
Bernardino, Chino Hills and
Ontario.
Victorville's decision followed a recent study from the
Rose Institute htghlighting the
economic benefits of a temporary fee reduction. Specifically,
the analysts of Victorville's
local economy revealed each
new home built in the city generates $230 per capita in new
sales tax revenue. The study
also concluded a temporary
reduction in some fees could
have a maJor impact on construcllon
which could
mcrease local income, employment. and tax revenue, and
might even increase the total
volume of fees collected.
Avoiding fee increases for
new home construction remains
the cornerstone component of
the economic stimulus package.
An increasing number of cities
are opting to delay proposed
fee increases for the next 12months in hopes of jumpstarting their respective housing
markets. Emphatic support of
this approach was also evident
at a reg10nal level earlier this
month when SA~BAG voted
2X-l to allow each city in San
Bernardino County the option

to dcctde on their own whether
to 1-..cep traffic fees at their current levels rather than a prevt ously proposed across the
board
12.9 ('/o
increase.
Stmtlarly. in Rtverside Count}.
WRCOG voted earlier tillS year
not to have an annual
Construction Cost Index (CCI)
adjustment to (...eep the current
traffic fee structure.
The
Building
Industry
Association
Baldy
View
Chapter urges each cit} to consider the implications of the
Rose lnstttutc 's Victorville
study and adopt thetr recommendation of a temporary fee
reduction. Clearly, the economic benefits of a fee reduction
transcend
Victorville
and
would also apply in other jurisdictions. The more local government continues the trend to
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support the policy approach of
an economic stimulus package
the more likely we will move
out of our recession and begin
the road to economtc recovery.
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accepted the award on behalf of
the County. In 2006 Cisneros
Bernardmo
became San
County\ first Intcmattonal Trade
Manager.
CALED ts one of the main
orgamzattons around the state that
recognttes the worl-.. betng done
by local economtc developers on
behalf of their commumties,
Nong said.
Winners in the htghly-competitive process are judged on
whether their programs take a
direct approach to fulfilltng a
demonstrated need and whether
the programs can be duplicated
by other agenctes. Other criteria
include the effective and effictent
management of resources, the
positive impact on employment,
expanston of the local tax base
and diversificatton of the local
economy.
"It's a btg deal when these
organtzattons wm these awards,'"
Nong said. "They are being recogmzed for something they did
that made a difference."
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Westside Business Center.
which is located off of
Winchester Road in Temecula.
Garmon ts a manufacturer of
nutntwnal pet suppltcs whose
aturVet ,
products mcludc
GreenTree and Pet Orgamcs
lines of pet products. Temecula
Corporate Center is a 187.000sq.-ft. Class A proJect that
encompasses office. flex tech
and mdustrial buildmgs for sale.
Garmon will occupy the enure
mdustrial portion of the project.
The remammg avatlable units
include office buildings with a
wide range of sizes, startmg from
2.200 sq. ft., including a fully
improved 22,500-sq.-ft. building. Flex tech units range in stze
from 4,000 sq. ft. to 12.000 sq. ft.
ConstructiOn of the project was
Fullmer
handled
by
Constructton. Rob Gunness.
Dan Yeilding, Scott Ste,\oart
and Mike Williams of CB
Richard Ellis are the leasing
brokers for the property.......... .In

Corona. a new 57 ,200-sq -ft.
multt tenant profcsstonal hutldmg. ncar the hordcr of Orange
Count)' and the Inland Empire,
was JUSt completed and ts ready
for occupancy. The three-story
proJect, a development of
Mammoth Equities LLC. is
located at Green Rtver Road and
I-91 The steel-framed Class A
buildmg ts designed around an
elaborate central courtyard that
includes lush landscapmg and
dtstmcttve water features. Office
suites are offered complete with
all of the necessary amenities to
start or contmue a busmess. The
suttes range tn size from two to
I 0 rooms and are ready for
Each
immedtate occupancy.
suite is fully equipped wtth its
own air-conditioning system and
is pre-wtred for htgh-speed networkmg
and
phone
access ............ In Palm Desert, a
La Mirada-based family trust
patd $1 .8 mtllton for the fee-stmple ownership of a newly developed pad leased to PFF Bank &
Trust The .43-acre pad contams
freestandmg
a 3.000-sq. -ft
building constructed in 2007 and
occupted by PFF Bank & Trust.
Located at 36975 Cook Street.

/1!1' j Olll

0111

11.11

the property ts withm The
Village at Unhersity Park, a
mi\cd-use center that ""ill
encompass 115,000 sq. It of
restaurant and retail space,
133.000 sq. ft. of garden office
condommtums and a 130-room
Htlton Homewood Suites upon
completton.
Hanley
Investment Group Real Estate
Ad"Visors represented the buyer,
whtch patd all cash and fulfilled
a I 031 exchange with the purchase, and the seller. The E\-ans
Company,
out
of
Palm
Desert ........... An unnamed buyer
patd $2. 15 mil for Palm Canyon
Plaza, a 23,700-sq.-ft. ($91/sf)
office property at 68487 East
Palm Canyon Dnve in Cathedral
City. The asset consists of five
separate butldings and is located
across the street from the new
Cathedral City Ctvtc Center,
IMAX Theater. Mary Pickford
Theater and a host of national
retatlers mcluding Starbucl-..s,
Cold Stone Creamery. and Jack
in the Box. Gary Griggs and
Brian Rissman of Marcus &
MiUichap represented the buyer
and the seller. a California-based
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High desert retail study
Results show opportunity for business growth
in Victor Valley
San Bem.tidmo
Count) Super>J-.or
Bmd
\111/elfdt
rel~a..ed the results
of a stud) that
shov.'
c\plo-.J\C
popul.uion gnm th
in the Victor Valle)
ha.. created a need
for more than 2.S
million ->quare feet
ot addiuonal retatl
spal\? and that • 2X8 •
million in pending _ _
'' currcllll) lcakmg out of the market. The an<JI) -.i-.. conducted h)
Inland Emptre economi-.t Jolm
Husmg. shov.s that recent Victor
V<~IIC) JX>pulauon increase' \\ould
support
additional
busine"
grov.th.
"Dr. Husmg' <mal) 'iS confirms v. hat Victor \aile) residents
ha'c kmmn for )Car-.- there'-. a
need for more retml 111 the Victor
\aile),"
smd
Supen bor
Mit7clfelt. v. ho represents the
regmn and commb-.ioned the
stUd). "Victor Valle) re-.idcnts .tre
tired of driving long di-.tanccs to
shop and v.elcomc the opportunit)
to shop loc.llly at ncv. retailer-."
Populauon grov.1h in the area
has generated a corre-.ponding
boost in the amount of mone)
available for "J'l'fldmg on retail
sales. The study found that more
than $2.09 billion is c.:xpectcd to he
spent each year in areas of the
High Desert economy that support
additional retail growth.
Dr. Husing has studied the
economy of Inland Southern
California for decades and is
widely regarded a~ an expert on
economic
trends
in
San
Bernardino and Riverside counties. Dr. Husing ha~ been recognized by the Los Angeles Times as
one of the I 00 most influential
people in Southern California.
Through an intensive examination of local, state and federctl
data. Dr. Husing documented how
the wave of economic growth that
has pushed across Southern
California has now crested in uch

Let the work begin
By Senator Bob Dutton
l\tcmbcr State Board of Equalization

rhe \'icwr \iilll'\ \fall
Htgh Desert communitJcs as
Vieton tile,
Apple
Valle),
Jkspcna and Adelanto. as \\d) .1s
in -.urrounding unincorpor.lled
areas ol San Bemardino Count).
.vnus phenomenon hit the 'aile) portions of the Inland Empire
in the late I IJ70s .md has hegun to
"atur.1te the a\atlahle land m large
sv.aths of that .lrea:· Husmg said
in the '>IUd). ·~nlatts \\h) the H1gh
Desert has become Southc.:m
California\ pnnc1pal new highgrov.1h center."
Dr. Husing \ resean:h shO\\ s
hov., from 2000-2007, the region\
population increased h) more than
120.0<Xl people. and nov. is
expected to 1!\Ceed 425.lXlO b)
mid-20 12. As a result, the tot:ll
ta\able sales in the region more
than doubled to more than 3J2
billion during the same period.
while payroll in the area increased
from $1.56 billion to $2.69 billion.
The growth in population and
spending power has resulted in a
shortage of retail space.: in the High
Desert, Husing found. He documented how the region is capable
of sup)X>rting more than !!.25 million squMC feet of retail space. but
is home to only about5.69 million
square feet - a deficit of 2.56 million square feet. Growth in the
area is expected to continue into
the next two decades. The
Southern California Association
of Governments, the regional
planning agency, predicts that the
High Desert will be home to
459.472 people by 2015 and
525.393 by 2020.

GO\ ern or Sdn\ arteneggcr
released thl' \1a) Rc\ is ion of the
2!XIS·09 hudget la-.t '' eck \\ h1ch
ofticiall) marks the start ol -,eriOU\
hudgct negoU.llion' .Is
Repuhhcans If) to tmd a \\,1) to
halance spcndmg \\ Jth llKOillC.
In ffi) \ Je\\, there \\Cre no
real surprises \\hen the gmcmor
released the \1.1) Rc\ is ton It \\.Is
clear tor quite some t1me tl1.1t the
governor v. .ts gomg 10 If) to usc
C1lifomi.t's '>late lollef) as .1 \\,1)
to gener.tiC C"\tl'<l rC\CnUC for the
State of Cahfomi.1. It was also
clear that the \\C.1kcned st.llc
econom) v. ould result in rc\
enues not mcctmg expectations.
:\l.tn) of ) ou hm c.: probahl)
seen the stones v. here the de licit
is proJeCted at 17 5 billion lor
2!XlR-09 and this ts a "cuts on I)"
hudgct. While sa) mg \\C have a
17.5 billion budget deli ell and
that this is a "cuts onl) .. budget
might make for gcxxl sound bites.
it isn't an accurate retlcctton of
the true hudgct picture.
The $17.5 billion figure hcmg
used for thts budget IS for proJeCted spending. In fact, let's rcmemher the 2007-0X spending plan
after adjustments v.as $103.5 billion and now the governor\ May
Rc\is1on calls for a spending plan
of$101.8 billion for2008-09-a
reduction of$1.7 billion from one
year to the next. That's not quite
the 10 percent cuts you've hecn
hearing about - it\ really a 1.6
percent reduction.
I'd also like to point out that
this spending plan fully funds

education and mcrcases per pupil
spending h) more than SI!Xl to
X.610 pl' r pup1l. Health and
!Iuman SeT\ 1ces. \\ ho claim -.crv
ices \\til he decimated v. nh tht
budget, v. ill a tu<tll) sec theil
lundmg mcre.tse h) $74 million.
from . 29 72 hllllon to S2lJ.X hi Ilion
The gO\ ernor h.1s been
.1ccused of promotmg a "cuts
onl~" budget But. in rcaht),
.tpproxmtatel) 50 percent of the
,o)utlons propw.ed 111 th1s hudget
arc revenue related .
:'1.1an) of Ill) collc.1gucs on
the other stde ol the a1slc.: h:t\C
saJd thi-. hudgct must melude ta:-.
Jncre.tses In l.ll'l, rc\ enucs to
California ha\ e nc' er hcen ,1
problem.
It's unport.mt 10 kmm tl1.1t
dcspnc the current cconon11c
rc\ enucs
from
dO\\ nturn,
Califon11a \
three main tax
sources - sales. per-.onal and
corporate income ta\e~ - v. 111
actuall) increase h) SX I 0 m1llion
from 2<Xl7-08 to 2!Xl8-09. Since
Govcmor Schwartencggcr came
into office. revenues to Califom~a
have inereascd from 76.3 htllion
in 2003-04 to 101.8 hllhon in
200!!-09 - an increa~c of $25.5
billion. That hardly seems like a
revenue problem.
I will be working hard in the
next several weeks to help ensure
the 200!!-09 spending plan dOc!s·
n 't include any tax increases and
also work to make sure California
tax doll~ arc spent as effectively and efficiently a-; possihle.

The real reasons employees leave, and how to keep the best
By Jim Welch
Why do people! leave teams
and organintions'? The #I rcason people leave jobs 1s hecause
they fail to connect wnh their
bosses as leaders and as people
People are rarely honest about
why they leave a company. Too
man) associates that depart follow Jimmy Con\\ay\ advJcc.:
(played by Rohcrt De ·,ro) in the
1990 hit movie "Goodfcllas,''
'~ho told Henry Hill (played by
Ra) Liotta). " ever rat on your
friends and kcc.:p your mouth
shut."
There.: is no upside incentive
for the employee to be open and
honest. Think ahout it! The primaf) reason people leave companic.:s is because of the.: relationship and lack of emotional connection
with
thc1r
boss.
However, it 1s almost never
talked about in the c:-.11 intef\icw.
Why? Who wants to bum a
bridge with a boss they may need
for a future job reference'? It is
easier to talk about work/life balance. movmg on to build your
skill sets. or the need to make
more money.
Salary is much
further do\\n the.: list as a reason
to leave than what is usually
reported in exit intc.:rv1cws. What
is your current game plan to keep
your hest people'? While most
companies talk a great deal about
the need to retain the hest people
to sustain growth, they lack an
integrated game plan to create
retention momentum.
As a leader, you arc pcr-.onally accountable! to acquire and
retain the very hest people. It is
that simple. If you fail to recruit
and retain the top talent. you will
not sustain growth over time. At
the end of the day. the effective
leader must embrace a plan to
retain the very best talent.

Emotional
Points

retention. It is driven by the trust
and development of your individual team memhcr-.. It starts
with building your emotional
connections v. ith each team
member.
The power of the "unexpected" 1s the.: most (X)\\erful v.a) to
emotionally connc.:ct with another person. Think about it! Do you
get more credit \\ith your significant other v.hcn you send a
hand\\ritten note when they least
expect it'? Of course you do! The
same concept applies to you as a
leader. It is the "unexpected"
things a leader docs that really
make the difference. Some
examples:
I. Write a personal handwritten note or send a greeting card
to the spouses or sigmficant other- tellmg them v.hat a difference their partner is making to
your businc.:ss.
2. Take the employee to
breakfast. lunch or dinner (if
appropriate) and ask them what
"really matters" to them and
what you can do as a leader to
help them build their future
dreams

3. Take your entire team out
together to celebrate a special
event. For example. when I was
with Hallmark. I would take my
team out every year for a holiday
dinner in the private dining room
of a local restaurant. I would go
around the room and say something special about each of the
team memhers at the end of the
meeting. The primary message
delivered in front of the entire
team focused on the unique skill
sets each person brings to the
table throughout the year to
make us all successful.

Connection

Emotional connections provide the fuel that greatly enhance

4. Place a call to a significant
influencer or key family member
in their lives. You should make

phone calls to fathers and moth·
cr-. if you hclicvc it v.ill make a
difference to your hest employees. Always ask permiSSIOn fiN
1f you arc going to contact anyone hcyond the spouse. It is
1mpossible to know without asking whether a call to ...omeonc's
parents would be comfortable for
an employee or not. You also
should follov. any laws or rulc.:s
regarding employee privacy.

5. Create a surprise. fun outing as part of a team business
tnp. For example. I took ffi)
team on a business trip together
to the West Coast. While on the
trip. we made an "une,pected"
stop at "The Rock," or Alcatraz
in San rrancisco. This created
v.onderful experiences that
directly enhanced team bondmg.
6 . Create local. fun actiVIties
for the team. These events arc
fun team activities that should he
done during regular business
hours to truly he appreciated.
Weekend team activities that cut
11110 individual personal time.: arc
almost always guaranteed to land
with a giant thud. Remember.
your team wants you to he a
great leader. They arc not looking for another weekend friend.
7. Utilize your boss to deliver speCial praise for a job well
done in a one-on-one meeting
with your team member. If you
are not a CEO. you can engage
the person you report to. to conduct a one-on-one meeting with
your best performing team member-. Again. this meeting should
be unexpected and focus on
results and accomplishments as
well as the r~cognition of the
unique strengths of the individual. If you are a CEO. having a
key member of the Board of
Directors call one of your hest
people just to tell them how
much they arc appreciated will

go a long way toward retention .
X. Create an unexpected personalized memento for individual team member.., celebrating
the accompli~hmcnt of a major
event.

Retailer Connection
Ron Cox, an Ace Truvaluc
Hardware.: owner in Appleton.
Wisconsin. represents a great
example of emotionall) conncctmg \\ith employees. Ron sent a
handwritten note and gift card to
the significant other of each of
his star employees to let them
know how much their spouse
meant to his store as a highly
valued employee and person .
These emotional connections
v.1ll be transferred to the customer as Ron\ staff "pa)~ it for\\ard ... In the 2000 movie "Pa) It
Forward." Kevin Space) tndJcated that sometimes the smallest
things make the biggest difference and b) using random a~:ts of
kindness you can "pay it forward." Th1s will work veT)' v.ell
from you to your employees and
in tum to your customers.

Big Foot
I have always had a habit as
a leader of stomping my feet
when I walk down the hallway.
People could always hear my
size 12 loafers heforc we made
visual contact. This habit has follo\\ed me throughout my career.
During my early years I was
counseled to walk slower and
talk lower if I really wanted to
move into senior management
ranks. My teams always had fun
with my foot stomping on a regular basis. In fact. I was given the
unexpected gift of a "big boot"
from my team that was placed on
a plaque with the inscription
"Big Foot. .. Keep on Stompin · :·
Everyone had a great deal of fun
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Keeping up is a fool's game - seek advantage instead
By Daniel 811"111
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Keeping up- v.. ith technology. v..lth competitor~. v..lth
anything in bu~incss or lifeis a fool's game. Think about
1t ... Whcn ]Ou'n.· keeping up,
what's the ad' antage? In realit). there is no advantage to
keeping up. because all you 'rc
domg is makmg yourself just
like C\cryonc else. You're
finding out who the best is and
then you· re copy mg the best.
But by the time you get as
good as the best. the best has
alrcad) moved on to something better. and you' rc still
far behind.
RcaliLe that "benchmarking" is just a fancy way of
saying "keeping up." When
you benchmark. you're s1mply
identifying the best practices
of what others do v..cll and
then stnvmg to Imitate them.
Agam. once you reach the
bcnchmarked standards. the
company or person that set the
benchmark has already moved
on to achieve higher standards.
So how do you gain advantage and truly stand out from
the crov..d? The kc] is to forget about keeping up and set a
new standard for yourself and
your company. Consider the
following suggestions.
Look to the Future
Rather than keeping up.
smart businesspeople benchmark in a way that look<. to the
future. When they plan their
future growth. they ask themselves three key questions;
I . Where arc the successful companies evolving to?
2. What path arc my competitors on right now?
3. What's the logical progression of the industry'?
Asking these questions
enables you to go beyond your
competition and get off the
treadmill of keeping up. It

opens your eyes to future possibilities- to stay .1hcad of the
pack mstcad ot s1dc-by-s1de
with them. Remember: Only
v..hen you go bc)ond your
competition will you find
advantage and the tinancial
rcv..ards competitive advantage bnngs
Do What the Masses
Don't Do
!Vtost busmC\Scs do exactly the same thing as their competitors and then v..onder v.h)
they don"t have the upper
hand. For example. chances
arc that m your business you
use a word proce\Stng program. and if you're like the
majority of people. you usc
Microsoft Word. Did you
l..nov.. that there are over four
thousand features tn Mtcrosoft
Word? How many of those
four thousand features do you
usc on a regular basis?
Probably less than I 0 percent.
Do you think your competitors
are using Word the same v..ay
you do? Most likely, yes.
Taking it a step further,
when a nev.. version of Word
comes out, your competitors
purchase it, just like you.
They even use the same features in the nev.. Word program as they did in the old
version-again, just like you.
The point is that everyone ts
keeping up. but few people are
doing so in a way that produces any real advantage.
The key is to dedicate
yourself to finding advantage
and using it. Using the word
processing program example.
to go beyond keeping up you
would ask yourself. "What arc
the features in Word that people arc not using that can give
me an edge?" In other words,
don't just copy v..hat the competition docs: rather, look at
what they're doing and then

do v..hat they don't do
If you can't find an)thmg
d1ffcrcnt to do. then anal)le to
detcrmme if there's a hcttcr
customer )OU can go after one that's better and different
than what everyone else is
gotng after. Can you customile your product or sen 1ce
for the better customer so that
the better customer would
v. ant v.. hat you offer and not
v..hat the competitor offers?
This is the process that gives
) ou the advantage and it all
botls dov..n to s1mply bcmg
more mnovativc on an ongoing hasis.
Go Be)ond Competing
on Price
There are many ways to
compete. yet most companies
tend to focus thc1r strategies
on only a few of the many
ways to gain a competitive
advantage. This limits their
ability to create and sustain
true competitive advantages.
In order to ha\c a lasting competitive advantage, you need
to go beyond pricing and
develop a competitive strateg)
that includes a wide spectrum
of techniques.
What's wrong v..ith competing on pncc to keep up?
The main problem with competing on price is that it means
lower margins, meaning you
need high volume to make up
for 11. If your intent is to be a
competitor of price. then fine.
Just realiLc you have man)
more options. In addition to
competing on price. you can
compete on
• Time
• Reputation
• Values
• Technology
• Image
• Experience
• Service
• Design

• Innovation
• Quality
• Information
• Knov..ledgc
• Consultative 'aluc
• Lo)alty
• Process
To get av..a) from keeping
up v..llh )OUr compctllwn,
review the list of different
v..a)S to compete and ask
)OUrself, "Do I have a strategy
for every one of those different v..a) s of competing?" Most
companies compete in only
one or two areas and have a
detailed strategy for both. But
few compete in all areas. To
gain an ad1.antage, )OU v..ant a
strategy for ever) area. Detail
how you are different in each
area so 1ou can go beyond
keepmg up and trul] stand
out.
Don't Imitate-Innovate
In the future. competition
will intensify. Therefore. in
order to gain advantage. you
need to differentiate yourself
from the competition. And
while it is good to keep track
of the competition. far too
many organizations focus
more attention on "keeping
up" than on internal innovatiOn .
Perhaps there v..as a time
when it made sense to pia) the
one-upmanship game of keeping up with the competition.
But the dramatic changes
spawned by science and tcchnolog) have made that a pcrilou~ game for the present and
a formula for disaster for the
future. Those who merely
"keep up" arc usually so
caught up in meeting their
day-to-day challenges that
they can only worry about the
future. while the real business
continued on paxe 21
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to that pt:NJn. They \\Ill ,1ctually
sec you ,ts a more confident ,md
caring leader. ·n1c location of the
meeting 1s .t httlc th1ng that
makes a h1g dllkrencc. You \\ill
increase your clfcctivcncss as a
leader \\hen you \lsit )Our pt:ople\ home turf regularly.

(951) 677 9710 6710056

ER. ICU/('('U Mcd./SuQ: Sub-A<ule Sk1lled.
Tencl Heallh Syslcm
M.iermly 0/P Surg Phy ~rapy 24-Hr Emc~Jrncy .
81oodle MediCine a SWB<') Program Sen1or Program

275

626-4'

"ith th1s a\\ ani at my npt:rhc. I
loved II!

tr<d Hardtr

~ Y..W undm

rr. sso

~4 1 1

Cl () \ dnun1 1ra1or
o9S I l4 \-08 11/241 2005

\1.-.;D 24 Hour ~~Q:<n y Aculc C'arc let lnfu 1on Therop).
SJn 1>1
lnpauc:nt Outpaue nt Surgef) \t.•temlt} ('.are
H,>spn:ll \ oc' uon
lmagmg Trealm<nl Total Joml Rcpla..-emenl Program,
(ommunuy IAUCJ~Ilon lire.>! 1 C.m Cenrer Ou1pauen1
W D

Ran-tano

'0 A

\aile) Heallh S)stem

Sponc Cenlcr. Oil S.r>1ces ER
Acure Care Fac1hl)
Ou~pat~<nl Diagn II< S.n ICC

A

116

Moo-. Volley CA 92S S
llutho Sprina M<dical Ctnltr
15. 25500 Med1cal Cenrer Dr

'

commm·cl from pac:e 17

lllh
Pho ne: L 1\
1- - \l.ul \dclrt~'i

IL

Jurll' 200X

"'"'"" banto¥. ho p1W corn

Jotrl'lood

Prov1nc:e

CEO

Heallhcan:

760) 921 5151,921 5201
bonn.ebrown om
D1 1nc1 llospual

J im Hoo.•
1: ' ecuhve l>ucttor
'109 116-165 1 xJ2llO 36- 11 Q

.. wv.

m~.;hc.ues
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WellsFargoisAmenca'snumberonesmallbuslnesslender.Our~sional

business bankers understand your small business needs. They can help
you choose the most suitable Wells Forgo Business Servictse Package for
you and provide you:
• Professional and Insightful analysis of your business
• Comprehensive services
• Customized small business solutions

Get to your someday, start today at Wells Fargo. For more informatiOn
about our small business services, stop by a Wells Fargo store and ta• to a
Wells Fargo business representatiVe or call our National Business Banking
Center toll free at HI00-3S WELLS (1-800-359-3557),ext.450.
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On A Hill In The Clouds,
The Dream Begins.

June ~oos

June 200X

REMEMBER

TO O RDER YOUR COPY OF

INTRODUCING THE GOLDEN CROWN CONCERT SERIES!

W.t . , N~

Montecito, Riverside's new private gated home site
commun1ty recently debuted to rave reviews. If you
weren't there, you'll want to be. For those looking
to build their custom dream home, th1s IS the place

C B d A wme tod y at (951) 347-8832 for a free
tour of available home sites.

~TO SUPPORT

HEI..PING TO !M'POIIT

~

• One Of Riverside's Most Exclusive Private
Gated Communities

California Family
Life Center

• 20 Hilltop Home Sites Of Up To Four Acres
For Building Your Custom Dream Home
• Spectacular Panoramic Views
Of Mount Baldy And Nightlights

BERLIN

• Private Park
• From The Mid $700's

WESTBOUND: on 91 Fwy n Rrve-rside to Adl!lgton Ave Extt -go ("tt on Arlington nght on lnd1ana leh
on Wash ngton,left on Overlook and proceed 1.5 mtles to Montactto on right
EASTBOUND: on 91 Fwy tn R•verSJde to Arltngt on Ave Exrt e1ut Atltngton and make immedtat e nght
IY"' lnd ana lett on Wnh ngton. left on Ovedook and procHd 1 5 miles to M ont&e•to on nght
Prices.~ .."

~end~ amenitiMwbjKt lodwnge wit:hcM4 not~;;• 01 ~
Aa!NQ"- appro~ Photogr.phfc m-g. ..... bMri ~ ~
S.. ules ~or re~ HOA t.n.f¢1 .1d dues People shc-w1'1 do not dect fthnic JW.t'.,.nc•

P.O. Box 1979

BENISE:

Friday, June 27th

LIVE IN CONCERT

Saturday, August 16th

THE ENGLISH BEAT
Friday, August 29th

THE MOTELS
Saturday, September 13th

WALL OF VOODOO'S

STAN RIDGWAY

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

Friday, October 24th

Saturday, October 25th

With special guest celebrity host RICHARD BLADE!

Buy your tickets today at

For More Information,
Please Call:

goldencrownproductions.com

951.658.2411

and take advantage of our special V.I.P. Seating!
~---------;

SPECW.'IHAMCS100URSPONSOIIS

PROD UC TIONS

1----------~

[95L]
A...Jt!V
-1v.
..~
......... ,_.,·--

GOLDEN CROWN

D INE

I
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Consumer Watchdog raises concern that health policy
cancellation rules have been derailed in deal with Kaiser
Sees improvement but is concerned about loss of legal remedies
A ~ett l ement \\ llh Ka1ser
Permanente over more than
1.000 pauenh. v\hose health
coverage \Va~ retroactive!)
cance lled. 1s an 1mprovemen1
on past proposab because it
ad.nowledges that patienh can
mal..c cla1ms for repa)ment of
losses resul tmg from poliC)
cancellatiOns such as bankruptcy or loss of a home. In
past proposals patienh could
not recover costs mcurred after
policies v\ere wrong ly cancelled.
However.
Cons umer
Watchdog said that such a deal
IS no substitute for regulatiOns
promised I R months ago by the
Departme nt
of
Managed
Health Ca re (DMHC) which
reg ulators sa1d today vv Il l not
Consumer
be
issued.
Wa tc hdog said that the
Departmem appears to be trading awa) tough regula uons for
new legislation that 1s likely to
favor insurance companies.
'·Punting this issue to the
legislature where insure rs have
immense lobby ing powe r risks
regulation that IS more loophole than protec tion ." sa id
Jerry Fl anagan o f Consumer
Watchdog. " The De partme nt
has both the ability a nd the
to
de velop
respons ibility
strong regulations that could
be put into effect faster than
legislation and provide immediate protection."
Consumer Watchdog also
rai sed concern s that today's
"v oluntary settleme nt" with
Kaiser stac ked the legal deck
against consumers whose po licies were wrongfully cancelled
by forcing them into mandatory arbitration . potentiall y limiting class action lawsuits, a nd
by letting insure rs off the hook
for punitive damages.
Under the agreeme nt with
Kai ser, patient s who paid more
than $15,000 out-of-pocket for
medi cal ex pe nses resulting
from policy cancell ation s, or

vvho suffered other damages
like banl.. ruplC). loss of a JOb
or home. \\Ould have to submll
to arbnrators chosen by the
DMHC and Ka1ser \\ ith no
pauent mput. It appears that
patients would have to pa) for
their own attorneys, wh1ch

would be cost-prohibitive for
most.
Patients who were retroactive!) cancelled-- 111 so called
''resCISSIOlls" -- would he
allowed to huy new coverage
from Ka1ser, without limitations due to the1r health comll-

tions. and retam the right to
tal..e their cases to court.
However. Consumer Watchdog
said that pauents wnh less than
$250.000 in damages would
have difficult y finding an

cominued on page 36
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CORPORATE PROFILE
Southern California start-up
Clemmy's Ice Cream experiences the "sugar-free" sweet taste of success
By Erika Z. Byrd
Jon Gordon tlldn 't set out to
create the next coolest Icc cream
brand in the country, but that\
exactly where he\ headed with
h1s new all natural , sugar-free
Clemmy's Icc Cream. He simpl)
wanted to make a great tastmg
1ce cream so he could continue to
indulge h1s passion for ICC cream
after being told h) h1s doctor that
he had to clnmnatc sugar from
h1s d1ct or sutTer the perils of
Type 2 D1ahctes.
'Tm a food1c and I love to
cook. that's ultimately how I
developed Clemmy's," comments Gordon who created
Clemmy's 111 h1s test kitch..:n in
Rancho Mirage
"I JUSt wasn't satisfied with
the a\ ailabl..: diet and artific1ally
sweetened frozen tr..:ats. I want..:d
something that actuall> tasted
good. This was a scltish ..:nd..:avor that turned out to be something far more Important. Lucl..y
for the millions of p..:opk with
diabete~ and par..:nts concerned
about their chlldr..:n \ sugar consumption. there 1s now a gr..:at
tasting sugar fr..:e 1c<.: cr..:am. and
best of all it\ all natural."
Sugar is the enemy
"Sugar 1s the ..:nemy," maintains Gordon "It lowers tho.:

immune systems, breaks down
collagen so you age faster and
11 's JUSt not good for you 111 the
dosages people consum~.: ll "
So \V hat mal....:s Ckmmy 's
taste so good? Ckmm> \ us..:s
the highest quality natural mgredients mcluding r..:al cr..:am and it
is sweetened \\ 1th a propn..:tary
blend of Xylllol and Maltitol.
Gordon has pat..:nt-p..:nding
trademarks on all of his formulas. While Ckmmy's is sugar
free, it is not low fat and that's
another r..:ason it tastes so good.

From passion to business
The tummg pomt from passiOn to busin..:ss wa-. wh..:n
Gordon started sharing the product with h1s fn..:nds who did not
realize it was sugar free and
thought ll was amazing. Th..:n he
did research and d1scov..:r..:d th..:r..:
are more than 20 million peopl..:
with diabetes and another40 million who are prc-dwbetic.
"You're lool..ing at 22 percent
of the U.S. population that ·s
either diabetic or pr..:-diab..:tic
and this is a big populatiOn the
1ce cream industry 1s missing."
explains Gordon.
Why didn't an yon..: thmk of
this before? '·Tho.: h•g corporate
players in toda) \ soci..:ty don't

T ZE S
BUSINESS BANI[
Member FDIC • www. cbbank.com • 1-877-4-CBBANK

Jon Gordon enjoying .10me of hi.1 cremio11.1

inv..:nt. They bu] compani..:s." answers Gordon.
Gordon h..:gan his
quest for the qumt..:ss..:ntial sugar fr..:e ice cream
in ..:arl) 2007. and hy
March 30. ~007. he oftiually
rcgist<.:red
Clemmy's as an LLC. I
Ckmm) \ 1s named 111
m..:mory of his belov..:d
cat.
'There w..:re nights I
was up all mght and m]
wife would como.: out to
s..:e when I was commg
to bed and I'd say. l'v..:
got one more run I've •
got to try. I went through '----------------.___J
Almond is the most popular flathousands of quarts of cr..:am," h..:
vor with our customers. follow..:d
says.
hy Yamlla." she added .
Once he vvas satisfi..:d with
Stater Bros. has alr..:ad]
the formulas, th..:y had to be
reordered and It looks like
r..:fined for comm..:rcial distribuCkmm] 's has begun to realize
tion to ensure stabilization and
tho.: sweet taste of success. "We
shelf life.
are experiencing tremendous
"In less than one year, we
success and to he able to do this
w..:nt from a research company to
in a down marl..et is contim1at1on
being on 800 grocery store
that w..:'ve got a great product."
shelves." says Gordon. By this
says Gordon.
September. the company plans to
he 111 40 states wh1ch will qualify
Key Players
ll as a national brand. A long..:rOther than his life-long love
tenn goal 1s to be in 8.000 stores
of 1ce cream, Gordon had no
by spnng ~009.
commercial food mdustry ..:xp..:"We had the opportunity to
h..: in 3.000 to 4.000 stores miricnce. although he has an cxt..:nsiv..: background in mark..:ting.
tiall]. but we d..:cided to control
communications and financ..:. So.
our growth to make sur..: all of
h..: parlayed that business ..:xp..:rtour systems were operatmg
IS<.: Into finding the nght partn..:rs
smooth!]
first." comments
to bring Clemmy's to fruition.
Gordon.
Clemmy's is CUITentl) availAnd ll was as if the key ingr..:di..:nts for success in the ice cr..:am
able at Jensen's Finest Foods.
industry were scoop..:d into lm
Stater Bros.. Bristol Farms.
lap
Gelson's, Albertson's. Lowes and
During Gordon's search for ,,
Harris Te..:ter stor..:s.
"Clcmm) \, Is doing r..:ally
copacker. an executive at one of
tho.: l..:ading ice cr..:am compani..:s
well. ..:spec1all) Ill our des..:rt
stor..:s,'' sa)s K1m Grot..:wold.
introduc..:d him to Tom Ll\ an,
novv Ckmmy's CEO. Lavan is a
Froz..:n Food Bu) er for Jens..:n \
Fin..:st Foods. V\ ho re-.tocks
2'i -) ..:ar \ eteran in the ic..: cream
Cl..:mm] \ wed.l) to meet tho.:
COIIIilllletf Oil ['II~(' 35
grov\ ing demand. "Toasted
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Top Health Care Medical Clinics/Groups in The Inland Empire
( OIIIIIWcd o11

\lrdocal Group
.\ddrK<
Cit). State. Zip

I of Ph)\ician..':

tmplo)rd
Contraclrd

~AMM

I.

California
E. Gua;u Rd, 7th Floor
Ono3no, CA 91761

OrRnniz.olion:
tiP.\. Grp. Pract.l

lPA
\lulu Spccoahv

12~ I

Total
t'onpiO)et"o

750

Year
Founded

Percentage of
Pr<paid
Patient<

Lrgent

Care
Sen•cC"i

'al. \ ccredih.'CI:
Surg. Center.
ClinicJGrC)UI)

N/A

1<183

I'Ut:c 28

Top Local F \ffuth·e
Title
Phonen.·o,
E·Moil \dd,....,
Rick Shinlo
CEO

~/A

l 'lU'.I) 6CJ5.~(lo()J605·X031

NAMM Califom1a m~cs Primc("are \tedJc-..11 :'\iet\\cd.. Inc v.1th ,~!:roups m Chino. C'orona. H~met, Ontario, Redland-.. RtH~r.ldc. Sun Cuy & Temecula
ProMrd Health
2.

~eh•ork

4150 E. Concou" St. Soc. 100

II'A
\lulu Specoall)

87

1988

IPA

15

1985

Mullo Specoally
Full Ser.oce
Medocal C.tre

4.000

1943

:l.kdoeo~l School
Facully Pracuce

1,2J5

1967

N/A
NIA

Jeerrddi Pra.ad. \1.0.
Pre,ident
(90'1) 932·10451'132·1065
onfo@promedhcahh.com

No
No

Robert Duke<;
CEO
(951 l 778 U60r'8·1230

Onoano. CA 917M

Van~

0

3.

Modlcal Group
3880 Lemon So., Sic. 110
Ri•cnide, CA 92501

4.

Kaiser Permanent< \lrdical Center, Fontana 500
9901 SierraA•e.
0
Fonoana. CA 92315

S.

LoRia Llada Unlnrslty Health
11370 Anderson So.. Soe 3<XXl
Lorna Linda. CA 92354

6.

3660 Artonglon A><

l(IO'Jf.

520

Ca~

Rherside Modica! Clinic

400+

Greg Christian
Executive Director
(909) 427·7700/427- 7J59

Yes

Da•id Wrtn
CEO

15%

(909)
110

0

Muho Specoahy
Medocal Group

725

Yes

1935

Yes
Yes

8.

'·

Rl•ersklo l'llysiclu Ndwort.
1650 Iowa Ave .. Ste. 220
RO'erside, CA 92507

0

3.647

1989

s.. ........... Medical Group. 1...

MuiU·Specoally
Practice Group

16(1

1954

20
200+

100%

Yes

N/A
N/A

181

I 00"1

1994

100'\

No

Rl<hard Rlljaratnam M .D.
Area A'>~t.OC. \1edical Dlf'ector
(951) 353·2000{.153-4611

No

James W. \1alln
CEO/Admoni"raoor
(909)883-8611/HHI-5707
admlm\trauon@ sbmed.com

Yes
Yes

IPA

0

1995

N/A

No

N/A
NIA

Hrmot Community Mtdlcal Group

Corpornuon

II

1993

6511;

287

Ex.tended
Care

No
NIA

16.

St. ....., CWee Medlall c...,
18S64 Hwy 18, Ste. lOS
Apple Valley. CA 92307

O..rt Oasis HealthCa~
275 N. El Cielo Rd.

5

High Desen Medical Group

25

2000

N/A

y., (OffSioel

........... Gr-.

Carey Paul, M.D.
Medical Duector
(909) 335·7171/335-7140
carey.paul(iilchl'.edu
Marlene 1\Jnwr

coo

(760) 245-4747/553·7030
4
153

IPA

176

1985

5

IPA

WND

1990

N/A
N/A

~lA

Yes

150

120

Medocal Group

450

1981

NIA

Yes

No
No

126
500+

0

1945

Yes

Kali P. Chaudhurl
CEO
(951> 791-11 11n91.1120
~

Nayyar, M.D.

Plesident
(760) 242-7777x2301242~7
asugi@choicemg.cono

Yes
Ye;(NCQA)

Mart Doffing, M . D.
Medical Director
(760) 320-8814(.120-2016
acohen@mydohc.com

No

John Goodman
CEO
(909l793-33IIn9Ml417

Palm Springs. CA 92262

11. 2 W.l'eniAve.
Redlals, CA 92373

John Mukherjee
CEO

1.5()+

Hemet. CA 92544

IS.

Presadent

(951) 359-0779/689-6644

1980 Orange Tru Ln , Soc. 200
Redlands. CA 92374

41885 E. Flonda Ave.

Guillenno Valenzuela
(909) 433·9111/433-9199

9496 Macnolia Ave , Sle 206
Riverside, CA 92503

._.... Vldllr V*1 Medical Groap
13. 12370 Haperia Rd., Ste. 3
VICIOrYille. CA 92395

Ho,.urd Saner
CEO

N/A
N/A

Yes

lPA

Mc:KioaleJ Medical Groap .....

14.

1984

wmcl·oo~rpnd~~.com

200

12.

41

Muho·Specoahy
Full Servoce
Medocal Care

Inland Health Ca~ Group. Inc.
t/o Inland Health Orpnizatlon

Pre\ldcn~CEO

(951) 78R-98(XlnN8-009X

Inland Faulty Medical Group, Inc.
11. 952 S. MI. Vernon A•e.
Cohon, CA 92324

II.

IPA

191

Kai!ior Pennanente Medical Center, Rherslde 400
10800 \lagnoloa A•e.
0
Rl\ersode. CA 92505

1700 N. Watennan Ave.
San Bernardino. CA 92404

Jud) Carpenter
(951) 782 3744{128-9749

R"e"ode, CA 92506

7.

~58·2315/~58-2446

Yes

NIA • Nm Appltcabl~ WND . Would not Duclost no =not a~'tlilablt. Tht information 1n tilL abtn·t 1m ~a.t obtou~d .frr:Hn tM compu.mtt li.Jud_Tn tM MJt of our kJin.,.;ftdgt tht informotion supplu~d is acruralt at ofprtst ''~- Whilt

ntry qfon ;.s trtatU to tnsurt 1~ accMraey and thorou~IIMJJ oftM Jut. omuJioru and ~pogrophlcal urori somt"tlmtt tXcur. Pltast ~tnd co"tawn.s or addmoru on comptml' lttttrMad tn. Tltt Inland F.mp1rr Bu..nMSJ Jounkll. P.O
Box 1979. Ranchn Cucanwnga. CA 91729·1979. Rntarc!o.d l7y Janmr Dwruan Copwght2008 b:o IEBJ

Unlocking the "employer of choice" dilemma: 6 keys to success
By Deanne DeMarco
Compan1es around the
globe are starting to experience
labor shortages and arc havmg
a difficult ume retainmg quality
work.ers. The competition for
k.ey talent 1s qutckly becoming
a battleground.
One answer lies in your
orgamzat10n 's ab1lity to have a
culture where people actually
want to work-m other words,
you need to become an employer of cho1cc. Numerous stud1es
have discovered that corporations that are v1ewed as a great
place to work outshine their
competitors in retainmg talent,
market share, behavioral success, and bottom line.
Employers of choice have
corporate cultures where the
working climate is supportive
and genumely appealmgoften referred to as a "warm climate." Many corporate obJectives state the desire to be an
"employer of choice" and delegate the sole task to the human
resources
department.
Unfortunately, corporate officials overlook the baste 1ssues
needed in creating a supportiVe
corporate culture. The result is
a company with improved benefits, which on the surface
makes sense: however, good
benefits alone do not create an
employer of choice .
Regrettably, many companies have cold climates versus
warm ones. And whi le the Baby
Boomers have tolerated cold
c limate organizations as "Just
the way It ts," Generation X
workers are putting their foot
down: either the company's climate changes or the Gen-Xers
change companies.
When given the choice,
Gen-Xers want to be a part of
companies with a warm. pleasant. and support1ve climate and
reject a cold, stressful, unpleasant one. They want to work for
companies that display loyalty,

pnde. trust, respect, strong n:Iationships. and open commumcatiOn. When at work, they
want to feel supported, included, challenged, rewarded, and
encouraged to think. up new and
diverse ideas. They abhor such
things as defensiveness, blamegame tactics. al ienat1on, and
managers being closed to 1deas.
If you want to keep Gen-X
workers on your team, you need
to create an mvlting climate.
What exactly innuences the
company's working cultural climate? Two things:
I) The attitude from the top
filters down mto the organization, which mcludes the parent
organization's political situation and organizational systems, and 2) Effective communication and leadership skills of
managers and team leaders.
That IS why you may have a
company with a cold climate
and a corresponding culture,
but you see pockets withm that
company where people think
it's a great place to work.
Everyone wants to work in a
certam person's department
because that manager created a
warm climate.
But having "pockets" of
warmth withm your company
isn't enough. Corporate officials must ensure a warm climate permeates every department and touches every
employee in order to retain
quality talent. tmprove productivity, and reap bottom line success. Followmg are some suggestions to help you accomplish
precisely that.

Key# 1: Be Descriptive
When you communicate
with others, describe situations
without judging the right or
wrongness of something. For
example. when someone comes
up with an idea that you don't
like or think. won't work, the

cold and natural response IS,
" o. That'll never work." But
such a response breeds defensiveness and resentment. To
commumcate warmly, a better
response would be something
ltk.e, "Let's talk more about that
idea. What do you think the
impact of your suggestion
would he on our sales department?"
Managers need to mvolve
employees in decisions and
demonstrate a safe environment, even w1th optmons contrary to their own. When you're
descript1ve and spcc1fic, you're
encouragmg a conversation
about the idea and not shooting
someone down. And if the idea
really won't work, your conversation w1ll bnng that to light in
a natural and non-confrontational way.

pic withdraw and create distrust. For example, a manager
may gather the team together to
brainstorm a new marketing
approach. The manager enters
the mecung with an idea for the
new marketmg message. Even
though the team collaborates
and comes up with a great idea,
when the final marketing piece
1s revealed, the manager's marketing message is the one featured. In th1s case employees
will feel manipulated. When
managers act spontaneously
and collaboratively without
h1dden agendas and motivations. employees develop feelmgs of ownersh1p, pride, and
enthus1asm for corporate goals.
So always put any pre-conceived 1deas as1de and let the
group synergy work.

Key # 2: Engage Your
People

Employees want managers
who have empathy for their situation. Realize that many GenXers are marrying and having
k1ds a decade later than the
Boomers typ1cally did. So GenXers are m the work.force m
high-profile jobs, and they have
the added responsibility of a
baby at home or aging parents
who
need
their
help.
Additionally, since most Gen-X
families are two-income households, when a family emergency comes up, there's no one
at home to take care of it. The
employee needs the time off.
When managers convey a lack
of concern or respond to time
off requests in an angry manner, they create resentment in
their employees. Remember.
Gen-Xers value productivity
more so than hours spent on a
job. Get assurance that their
deadlines wtll be mel (they will
meet them). and then let them
attend to whatever they have to

Key # 4: Take Heart

Many companies say they
solve problems as a team, but m
reality the manager proposes a
solution, and that's lt. No one
challenges the manager, either
because they know from past
experience not to. or because
the manager doesn't ask for
feedback in an open way.
Rather, he or she states the
solution and then asks. "Does
anyone have a problem with
that?" Of course, no one raises
a hand. Employees are not
act1vely encouraged to submit
ideas, counter suggestiOns. or
speak honestly. Gen-Xers want
to give their input and opinions.
And when you hear them out,
you'll likely have a better solution and will foster a warmer
climate in your group.

Key # 3: CollaboratiH
Style
When managers communicate with a pre-conceived end
result or action, they mak.e peo-

continued on page 39
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Forum seeks to resolve traffic congestion

Top Health Care Medical Clinics/Groups in The Inland Empire
(

'

<'

,,,

'••..:•

:()

\ltdical Group

I of Ph~-..iclan.\:
Emplo)td

~ddl"h>

Cit), Slate, lop

18.

19.

Prinw ca... ol Rtdlands
1~20 Barton Rd.
Redlan.h. CA 92J71

4

IPA

15

Pert<nla~e

or

l rgent

Prepaid

Care

Pahenl\

Senic~

~aL

Accredited:
Surg. Cente"'
CliniC/Group

l'io

1982

Top l.oco.tl fo \l"C:Uine
folie
Phone/Fa,
f:.\1all \dd~,
Sandce Dem berrv

f.'<.t."'CUh\~ Dtn~(l~

No

('l<l'l) 79H 7766m5.ooo6

s

l.S. Health Wor'-' 'tltdical Group
2171 S. Gro'e A-.. Stc A

12

<kcupauon.\1
Health, Jndu,tn.ll

:lO

1980

r\one

No
No

Mark Romo~
Cltmc Man.1~er
(909) 92:l-1080J'n().0704

70

1996

60%

No
No

Deborah Jloo>ellino

MedKinc

0
10

Mulu SJ".'Ctah)

6

24 Hr/7 Da) Occupauonal
Health. lndu,lfial

l 1 • Health Work.~ Mtdical Group
1760 Chocago A\C. Ste. J1
Ri'<r.tde CA 92507

10

U-'i. JHaltb Work.• Mtdlcal Group
:U. 801 COf)XIl'lle Center Dr, 11130

b
10

l.S. Health Works \1tdical Group
14726 Ramona A\ c.
Chono. CA 91710

15

1980

Ye"

Occupauonal
llnltb, lndusmal
\ltdtcone

15

1980

Yes

J9XJ

Roads and Road Pricing rn
California" was presented in
collaboration with the Inland
Empire Economic Partnership
and the WTS (Advancing
Women in Transportallon ).
The event featured three
panels of specralists and con-

Eileen Jazo
Cltnu; Manager
(951) 781 2200nNI·2220

No
No

R~mary
CC'nt~r

!'<o

2%

sions of several speakers at the
second annual forum hosted
by Cal State San Bernardino's
William and Barbara Leonard
Transportatron Center on May
2 at the Hrlton Ontano
Airport, "For Whom the Road
Tolls: The Future of Toll

E;(ecuuve Director
(Q5J) 774·2M00/774·2S46

(909)

Fa.nnl) PractKt,
Indu,tnal \.1edu:mt

Transportation experts say
local governments and taxpayers will save more rn transportation costs by adding toll
roads than carpool lanes. additional lanes or even light rail
lines.
Those were the conclu-

Lozano
M.mager

62:\.(954/623-NX~

Alparze Jar""'n

No

Medac.ll Darector
(909) 628-601 1/628·7801

(.'ommanlt) Mtdiall Group ol Rl•ersidr Inc. II
:U. 4444 Ma~noha A,e.
RIVOISide, CA 92501
Computrriztd Diagnostic Imaging Center
4000 14th St, Stt. 109

17

\1.:d1Cir'IC

Pomona. CA 91768

25.

Year
t 'oundtd

~0

Raine.,... Modkal Group. Inc.
lt. 4646 BrocLtonA'e
R1vm.1de, CA 9"..506

23.

Total
tmplo)et"S

Contracttd

Ontano. CA Ql761

21.

OrJtanizat1on:
Pract.l

ilP~Grp.

10

Yes

1975

Mulll ·Spccoalt)

Richard M. f'lnn, MCMPE
Admmtstr.uor
(951)

MRI. C"T. Fluoro,cop).

J8

1976

20'1

'io

Compulcnred Anenal Doppkr.
L'hra\Ound. Color Doppler

R"e"tde, CA 92501

No
No

No
No

682·5661/274->1411
Denise Le<;lie

Admmto,Lmtor
(951 I 276 7500/276-8145

Dent...c.Le-.lte@ nvr.1d.com
~

l6.

BreaslllM&iaa Ceatrr

4SOO Brodton Ave , 2nd Floor, Ste.

219

Rtvenide, CA 92SOI

Milka!ISW E)e Institute
27.

bolud Eye t.t. Modkal Group, Inc:.
1900 E W..butgton St.
Colton. CA 92324

29.

Hospilalit} ~nlal Associates
164 W Ho,p•tal•l) Lane. Ste 14
San Bemardono, CA 92408

II

31.

502 S Gan:) A-..
Pomona. CA 91766

Ophthalmolog)
Group Pra<uce

60

Ophthalmology

75

0

Dental

22

0rthodc--n UC\

19SO

20%

JQ85

24 Hour
on Call

Ye;
Yes

No

No

150

1971

None

Occupauonal &
Industrial Medoc1ne

II

1991

N/A

Occupauonal

10

1998

0

16

(Q71

0

Yes

NA
NA

No
No

Htalth

Dental
Orthodonuo

3Z. 4942 Artift8tm Avt.
Ri-.ide, CA 92S04

35.

Admmi'ilrntor
(760) J4().J9J7f.1.10·1940

Linda Grtogein
Practtce AdJntnt,trntor
(909) 824·60'10/(909) 825-4178
Chad TIK:ker
Admmi'it.rator
(9091 888·6919/888-4068

Yes

Tom Blay
General Manager
(909) 620.8887/620·8817
calc""' l@earthhnk .net

No
No

Micwl Boyko, DDS

Chlklml

Wes~m University Medical Cen~r
887 E. 2nd St. Suue C

Famoly Procuce

16

1983

No
No

10"<

Group

U. .,._., DDS
w/llalpiiiiiiiJ o-.1 ~
8325 ti8YCII Ave.. Ste 130
a-:t~oc:.c:-mp CA91730

3

Staalry Trammel. DDS
Allllillled wlfloopltallty ~nlal Associates
14283 Se\tnth St
Victo.. •lie, CA 923Q2

3

~

Dental

15

1988

None

24 Hour
on Call

Orthodontics

No
No

Not~

u,.,.., ,_. t1w

100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0% goes toward overhead.
YES, I want to give a child a second chance at life.

Owner
(951) 359-4911/351·2013
hdusseau@ha.pitalitydental.com

0 S250 Provid,.. cleft oul'g"ry for OD<' child.

0

Alan Cundar
Medical Dtrector
(909) 865-2565/865·2955

$125 Cov~N hnlf th~ ro•t of on~ IU'l{ery.

0 S 50 Provid.. m('d;cauon• for on~ •ul'g"ry.
0 S
We'U grat~fuUy acC<'pl ID) amount.

'

i

NanW":
Stalf'

Cit)

Dollene Graham
Office Manager
(9091 989-35661'180.8072

C~ m> (tift to m1 ,.,....,,, <ani.

0 Vi••

: :\<'rount No.

II

1986

None

24 Hour

on Call

No
No

S~phanle

Urzua

Office Manager
(760) 243-7957/24:1·1310

''
'

I

~nd

thJs C'(•tlllo.lft ••th ,-GUT dooation 10:

The Smile Train
P.O. Box1979
Rancho Cncamonga, CA, 91729-1979

tax."

TheSn1ileTrain

: Siputum

Dental
Onhodontlcs

Make check out to
"The Smile Train."

I'
:'

Ttltphont

WND IIIJIIId lttlf f)Uc/ou 1111 = 1101llWiilabk 1M bfo<-rj011ln IN Dhow /<tr ~w obltUNdfrom IN romponus lut<d. To tit< Mst of owr booK ltdgt IN utjormatwn supp/t<d u oauratt as ofprw tunt Whitt
at:<WtiCY IJIOd tltororttltMss oftlw /Ut, OffWSIINU IJIOd typotTrlplUall trrors SO<Mt.-s omu: P~ Hnd rorm:tiiJIIS or oddworu on rompany ltntrh<od to: Tit< lnlmld Emp~rt B~ttlMH }OIUfiQ/. P.O.
.Box/979. llDMittJ C..-lfl. CA 9/719·1979. RlsearrMI by JtJMrk DamiaJt Copyntltl 1008 by IEBJ
NJA •

~ qJDn

Today, millions of childrt'n in dt>veloping countries are suffering with cleft lip and
palate. Condemned to a lift>time of malnutrition, shame and isolation.
Tht' good news •~ that virtually all of these children can be helped. This is the
mission of The Smile Train. We empower local surgeons to provide this life changing
free deft surgery which takes a;; little as 45 minutes and costs as lillie a;; $250. It
gives desperate chiluren not just a new smile--but a ney, life.

Carmen Wells
CentrrM~er

No
No

Pom003. CA 91766

34.

Tim \1ilauska.s. MD

(951) 653·5291/653·2440

2
3

.........,.DoMal

33.

(951) 78H-1310!276-9XK3
marl..ettng@ n\rad.com

No

V.S. a..Jdo Worb Medical Group
31. 6485 Day St. Ste 302
Riwcrside, CA 92S07
Cai·Cart Industrial Mtdical Clinic

MikeRembiw
CEO

UJira$(>und

39700 Bob Hope Dr, Ste 109
Rancho Morage, CA 92270

:za.

No

Mammograph), Sterotacuc
7
B"""t Boopoy, B"""t Locahutoon,

(

""

t \

Tunr

' 1-877-KID-SMILE
l05121Cll37Ftl\04 :' www.smiletrain.org
I

sultants from various state and
national agencres as well as
scholars on transportation
frnance and pricing for
Southern California More
than 165 people auended the
conference.
One of the presenters.
Brennan Krdd, a traffic engineer from Lee Engineenng rn
Aritona. said it would be
cheaper to build and maintain
toll roads. \\hlch. in the long
run, could save motorish
mone).
" We hosted the conference
to help educate agencies and
key decrsron makt:rs regarding
transportallon management,"
s<ud John Wu. director of
CSL)B's
Leonard
Transportation Center. "There
arc two purposes to building
toll roads: First. to fin<tnce the
transportation Infrastructure:
and secondly. to better manage
traffic congestion."
A 2006 survey.. presented
by Asha Agra\val from San
Jose State Universit) ·s \1meta
Transportation Institute. 111d1
cated there is e\ idence for
public support for toll roads.
The study showed stronger
support
among
women.
younger populatrons and from
regions with existing toll
roads.
"-orm Krng. former and
foundmg director of CSUSB 's
Leonard
Transportation
Center. who has remained in
an advisory. capacity. satd,
"There was a wide spectrum
of academic. consulting and
public sector representatives
with a favorable concept of
toll roads in the future of
California. Tolling appears to
be a more efficient manner of
handling road congestion and
mobility versus raising the gas

For more information
about the forum. contact Rust\'
Thornton at the CSCSB
Leonard
Tran.1portation
Center. (909) 537-5085.
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7-Eleven
deposits ...

SALES

The keys to an unstoppable sales drive

conrinued from par:e I

By Steve McCann

Sometime back 10 1995 I
vvas 111> ued to speak at a real
estate conference. One of the
other speakers on the program
for that da) \Vas a high-producing realtor and had been for a
number of year'>. He was the
opemng presenter so I got the
chance to sit in on the presentation and I found it to be a memorable expenence.
He wa
motivated and h1s production
numbers were strong. The idea
he shared with the aud1ence.
with a little bit of license on my
part. went somethmg like this:
You wake-up at 5:00 a.m., from
5:00-7:00 a.m .. you plan your
day. every hour. Be in the office
by 7:00 a.m. and by 9:00 a.m.
get out and prospect and be in
the community. At 5:00p.m. get
back to the office to do your follow-up with all your prospective clients. From 7:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. you do your administrative work. After that. get into
bed so you ' re ready for 5:00
a.m. agam.
There were about 200 realtors in attendance. many of
which were inspired by his
ideas. And my guess IS that
many of the agents took action
after that day because they
wanted his results. So they
probably started getting up at
5:00 a.m. and arrived at the
office at 7:00 a.m. and they
started making the cold calls
they normally weren't making.
But pretty soon. within a few
days or weeks, most will stop
doing it. Their activity levels
go back to normal.
Why?
Because their productivity rose
above their self-image and their
self-image squashed their· productivity down within their
comfort level-a level consistent with their self-image. They
took an afternoon off here and
there. maybe they watched
Oprah, maybe Jerry Springer; it

was hard to say. The1r act1ons
were becoming mconsistent
with their self-image.

You will always perform
at a level equal to your selfimage
Our self-image IS the portrait we have of ourselves. It's
the p1cture we "ve created about
our. elves and is commonly
based on past expenence. So if
a new des1re for Improvement is
introduced and It conflicts with
our current self-image, It is
doomed to fall.
Our actions. behaviors and
yes our disc1pline. are all heavily influenced by our self-image.
Even if you force yourself via
will power to do thmgs beyond
your self-image. you won't be
able to sustain It for very long.
You will go back to the old
behaviOrs consistent with your
own self-belief because you
believe it and you act from this
belief. What caused the Ali's
and Jordan's of the world to
work as hard as they did? What
causes the top I% in selling to
consistently sustain their mindboggling
actiVIty
levels?
Answer for both: their selfimage. MaJOr changes occur in
income and production for the
average salesperson when they
understand the Importance of
changing their self-image.
Salespeople comfortable with
average client sizes but nervous
and fearful with the high end
client-who Jearn to grow their
self-picture, become more confident and succeed in the large
client arena.
As we raise our self-image

we raise our behaviors and
the discipline we bring to our
activities
Learning to change behavior permanently is one of the
most important skills a person

can de vel op 111 the ir life.
Without th1s skill. an y se lfimproveme nt mtention will
result in failure and frustration .
All we need to do is to change
the p1cture by investing time
and energy. Our sclf-1mage IS
held in our subconSCIOUS mind.
This is the ins1de part of our
brain where all of our habm; and
beliefs are stored . Man) estimates in the field of psychology
suggest we are only utilizing a
small part of our brain- generally 5 to 10%. Which means
that nearly 90% IS untapped and
waiting to serve us. Our subconscious mind is this underutilized resource . It's the part
of the bram that allows our
body to do things naturally and
consistently with such ease and
proficiency that our consc1ous
mind could never match.
Great things that seem
impossible become poss1ble
when we learn to commumcate
to our subconsCIOUS mind.
Here's how: when a thought and
feeling match, and are focused
on over and over again, it
becomes accepted by the subconscious mmd. When we add
pictures or visualization, which
match th•s thought/feeling combination, we are actually changing our self-image with a new
self-belief. Our self-image IS
only communicated to m pictures, hence the term selfimage. When this 'pictured
thought with feeling' intention
is accepted by the subconscious
mind it becomes a belief that
executes itself automatically.

about a new productiOn goal?
Whatever it 1s. be crystal clear
on the o utcome you desire

Step two: Determine the
activities that would lead to
this outcome
Th•s IS an easy step; JUSt
determine w hat you would need
to be doing in order fo r this
result to come naturally. It's
simple cause and e ffect. For
this step. make sure you choose
activities that you could see
yourself domg. The re are often
many ways to an o utcome.
Avoid the acti vities that don "t
fit your personality, but make
sure the one's you do choose
will ensure your goal.

Step three: Imest 20 minutes a day in focused quiet
time-10 minutes in the a.m.
and 10 minutes in the p.m.

Follow these steps to a new
level of discipline by changing
your self-image:

Here is the place you need
to invest the time and energ] .
In this time. find a qu1et place in
which you will not be interrupted and close your eyes. With
eyes closed. put your attention
on the goal. With thoughts on
the goal , see yourself domg
these activities w1th ease day in
and day out. Picture yourself
becoming proficient at these
actlviiJes. Bring m more and
more clarity to the picture every
time you do this. Visualize the
time of day and the reaction
from those around you. The
more detail the better!
And
finally feel the feelings you
would feel as you would engage
in these activities, also feel the
feelings, with intensity, that you
would feel accomplishing this
goal. See yourself actually
doing the deal!

Step one: Decide exactly
what you want.

Driven people produce
record results because of their

This IS critical. Is it a habit
change you're after or how

cominued on page 31

said Stan Hollen, CO-OP
F inancial
Scrv1ces
president/CEO. "Th 1s new
facet of our relationship is a
real coup fo r the cred it union
indus try. We're able to give
our members' cardholders a
competitive edge m the marke tplace with more than 2,200
new ?-Eleven de pos1t locations and 9.000 de posit locations nationwide.
" If a me m ber needs to
make a chec k deposit, they can
add ?-Eleven to the1r list of
pl aces they know they can
stop. The case of bemg able to
make a de posit or get cash.
then g rab coffee or the paper
all in o ne place, meets the
needs of o ur always-on-the-go
soc iety." ?-Eleven, based m
Dallas, Texas. is the largest
chain in the convenience
retai ling indus try, w ith 7.500
stores in North Ame rica. The

deposlt-takmg Vcom machi nes
are
located
1n Arizona,
California,
Colorado.
De laware. Flonda. "vla ryland,
Oregon, Pennsylvania. Texas.
Utah.
Vi rgm1a
and
Wash ington.
Established 1n 1981 and
located in Ranc ho Cucamonga,
CO-OP Financ1al Scrv1ces
(formerly CO-OP Network) is
the nation's largest c red1t
union service organization.
Wholly-owned hy its cred1t
union shareholders, CO-OP
provides volume discounts on
products and se rvices that
include ATM ne twork access,
AT M processing. deb1 t/card
services and shared branc hmg.
With nearly 3,000 cred1t umon
mem bers, 25,000 surcha rgefree AT Ms (inc luding 9,000
de posit-taking), 120 m illionplus monthl y tra nsact ions and
26 milli on cardholders, COOP Financ ial Services IS the
No. I credit umo n EFT ne twork and processor m the
U.S . financ1a l services mdustry.

property rights ...
contmued from paf?e 11
for the public purpose of the
proJect. but that added burden
docs not outweigh property
nghts.
T here are two additiOnal
issues that convolute the political aspects of this campa1gn,
but that should not affect your
votes. First, Prop. 98 would
determi ne that rent control is a
"taki ng" of pnvate property.
Second. the opponents of Prop.
98 are criticizing its potential
for increasmg the cost of
acquiring property for highway
proJects and speculating that it
may even prevent acq u iri ng
property needed for water prOJects. If Prop. 98 passes, I have
no doubt that these aspects of it
will be parsed out in court. Do
not let that eventual ity prevent
you fro m casting a vote m
favor of this measure protecting prope rty righ ts fo r all
Ca lifornia property owners.

unstoppable sales
drive ...
COIIIIIWedfrom page 30
belief in themselves. They grew
their self-1mage by th1s 'pictured thought with feeling'
process. Many probably didn't
even realize they were doing it.
Whether they intended to or not
doesn't really matter because
th is IS how it works and it can
work for anyone. Apply this
process and remem ber the
Importance of vivid pict ures
and concentrated feeling. Do
th1s and you "II never again have
to be stuck m undesirable patterns from your past. W ith new
information can come new
resul ts. Get after it !

For more information on
Steve McCann's speaking programs or consulting please conract: steve@mccannresearchcorp.com.
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Top Savings & Loans and Fede~al Savings Banks
Serving the Inland Emptre
Bank Namr
<\ddr'-".\

fangiblt' A''-Cl\
1 $m1l>l

l'unp,ible ('a piuti
($ mil\)

Tangible Capitul
Ratio

Rl\k-llased
Capita! Ratio

Do" ""Y Sa>lnJt' & l.oan ~ ,-., F.A.
150 I Jambol\.-e Rd.
'e"pon Beach, CA 92660

14331.77R

1,461.6.15

10.213

21 76h

PacifiC Premier Ban~
1600 Sunflo"'"er A\ e.• 2nd Floor

2.

56.4R4

~'\CCUh\ ('

p

lncom£'

Utle
Phonl'flo·a_\
f .-Ma1l Addre~o..,

1 $ m1l>l

Cit). State. Zip

I.

'ear to nate

Daniel D. Ros.nlhal

C'EO

(949) X'\4 3IOO/l!'\4.Ki62
do\\ nq ..avm~ com
747.267

Ste\en R. Gardner
Pre\ldenVCEO/COO

II :1:1-1

R.627

64467

(714)4314(l(l0nt4-B:Il()8Q

kno~lrJ~r

C"'ta \1e-a, C A 92621>
'· ,, .r
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Tuesday Evenings, 8:30 PM

Inland Empire Motorcycle Dealers
Compan)

:\am~

J.

B & B C) cle<
13815 Pari- A>e.
Victorville. CA 92.192

2.

Calla10ay Motor,port_'
l575 l.:mvcrat} A ... e.
Rlvemde. CA 92507

J.

Chaparral !VIotor<p<>n '
555 S. "W St

Product Line\
Address
Cit), Stale, lip

Year\ in
Inland Empire

Honda.

p

1 or Sale-. person'
ToiBI Emplo)ee<>

4
18

Honda. Yamaha, Su-Doo.
Polans, Can-Am

6
N/A

25

Ka"" a~1.

R~ehasd

Barnes

Dav1d Callaway

30
200

27

Kav.a;;.aJu, Kynu..·o

44

Owner
WND

Sonrc:4; Inc.

Greg Jelte.oa
General Manager
(9091 793-2M33n93-2474

Malcolm Sm11h

Chad Sage
General Manager
(951) 6K7-1300/687 >819

5.

Honda, Yamaha.
Excel\ior,
Honda Pov.:~r Equ1pment

1(1

6.

Makolm Smith Moto"ports
7599 lnd1ana A>e.
R1ve"1de, CA 92504

Yamaha, Suwk1, Sea-Doo.
KTM, BMW, Docau

II
52

8.

'·
18.

Corona Yamaha
1245 Pomona Rd.
Corona. CA 92882

Skip Fordy~ Harley-Davidson
7688 lncllana Avenue

An Gullfo1l,

.l

Honda Yamaha or Rodlands
215 E. Redland• Blvd.
Redlands. CA 92373

'<lA
01'ner
(909) 884-4716/384-1096
1nfo@ douglasmOiorcycle\.com

Harl<>·OaVId'on,
Pa.rb & Accessories
Clolhmg & Collectioles

II

Yamaha

12

7
57

Brubara E. Pennell,
Dav1d A Pennell

Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date?
Does it take forever to get your website updated?
Is your w e b s taff overworked ?

We ca n help!

8

Lyneuc Dav1c.

37

Harley Davtd<On.

65

14
120

Dabney Fam1ly

Brian [.a,.
General Manage/
<909> 9SI-95oon06-4soJ
dana@ puhd.com
Larry J acklin
Gener.ll Manager
(951) 738-8 lllnJ8-053 1
coronayamaha@aol.com
J ay Dabnty
Pre"deniiCEO
(951) 785-0100n85..1924
J3SOn .dodd@'\k1pfordy~.com

Motorcycles.
ATV's, Wa1ercrnf1. Scooter<,
Generalors

2
6

31

Jay & Scon
Conaway

Jav Cona,.ay

•

0'hncr

(909) 987-241 1/987·5432
yoc:@ yocrncmg.com

'-"- n. infioTIMIIOII '" IM tlbol't lbtWCtJ obralntd from thr rompanv• liJttd To tht b<Jt of""' kno•lrdgr tht mfort1UJtwn lllflpllrd i1acrurw as ofprtll tlmL Wllilt
1" 01 • -"-'-'•WND ~notDIK/ost ntJ=nota>'DIUIOit
'"'
..
!'--'~
B ntJJJewlll11 P..
"
M'A =<f!on
· tht accuracy anu
__ _, ""'""'8
.LhntJJ o,,, tM lut· omwrons and npogrophrcol
stnd corrtrrwns or addmons on compatry
to. Thr nwrw r.mp•rt U..tl
• 0
IS modr to .,,,..,..
.
, rrron somttlfMS occur
twry
•
Box 1979. Rancho C ucamonga, c•
n 9/729 • 1979· Rr3rarchtd /n;·
• JUJitllt Damwn Copmght .0011 bv IEBJ.

,.,.,....~

Hosted by
Cliff Cummings and Bill Anthony

info(~ ma!colm~milh.com

RJVentde, CA 92504

Ya maha o r CIICllmo nga Inc.
9760 Foolhill Blvd.
Rancho Cueamon~a. CA 91730

Challenging your thoughts in relation to
business, politics, economic conditions and
the general business life of San Bernardino
and Riverside counties.

(90'1) ~89-271111386-7:1-10

Danny Mwuht\

Triumph, Brolhe"

Caner

Todd Bald, in
Sales ;\1anager

2
5

Doug Douglas Motorqcles
24769 E. 51h S1
San Bernardmo. CA 92410

8710 Central Ave.
Montdau, CA 91763

Dnvid Calla"ay
<95Jl 683-sswnl!-l-4715

...

ro- Valley Harley-Davidson

Richard Barne-.

CEO

San Bernardino, CA 92410

7.

•
Tille
Phone/Fa,
E-Mail Address

(760) 241 73R7/241- 7.18~
bbcycle'(i;-'aol.com

Polaris
Honda. Yamaha, Su1uki.

KTIE Radio
590AM

Pl~ast

kturh~ad

e/ Environmental Sewices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web Development
Web Design
Databssing
E-Commarce
Web Hosting
Graphic Design
Corporate Identity
Animated Logos
Marketing Collateral

-- Content management solutions
-- E-commerce tools and services
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions
Website planni ng, design and Implementation
Website project management services
Website hosting

-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs

Noticed!! Increase Business
with Custom Daaign

M ention this ad for a free consultation

Our content management tools can help you decouple the
look-and-feel of your site from the lnfonnatlonal content.
Your clerical staff can keep your content up-to--date;
they won' t have to walt for your overworlced web experts
to do it.
For more info see us at www.csz.com
Call t o day f or a free consultation!
909· 9 2 0 · 9154 x27
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EXECUTIVE
Chnstopher D . .\hers. president
and CEO of Citi1ens Busmess
Ban~.
has announced the
appointment of Grego!) Grande
to the posiuon of semor 'tce
prestdent and manager of the
ban~ 's
Pasadena
Bus mess
Financial Center: John Hillier to
the position of semor vice president. property management of
the ban~ 's Spectalty Banking
Group: and Timothy B. 1\Joone to
the position of senior 'ice president and manager of the bank's
Spectalty Banking Group. The
Specialt) Ban~mg Group pro' tdes customtted ban~ing produLts to industnes that are users of
deposit and cash management
services ........... the Palm Spnngs
Convention Center has added
two sales managers to its fulltime sales staff. reported Ric~
Leson. director of sales. The two
ne'" sales managers. Amy
Shahayda and Sabrina Ya~ovich.
hoth come 10 the Palm Spnngs
Convention Center from other

NOTES

group sales positiOns 111 the
Coachella valley. and are both
well veN:d 111 selling the destination.
. Marcus & Millichap
Real Estate Investment Servtces.
the nauon 's largest real estate
investment services firm. has
named Doug McCauley regtonal
manager of the Ontario office.
accordmg to Harvey E. Green,
prestdent and chtef executive
officer
of
Marcus
&
\1tlhchap ........... the Umversity
of La Veme College of La\\
announced that it has named a
permanent Jean effective July L
2008---AIIen K. Easley. With
nearly 30 years of successful
experience in ,tcademta and mttmate knowledge of the ABA
approval process. Easley will
replace Dean Donald J. Dunn.
who passed away in Janua!) of
this year. and Interim Dean H.
Randall Rubm. who has served
in the Ia\\ school's chtef post
since August 2007 when Dean
Dunn began medical leave.

Laura Bush ...
COIII/111/Cd from flli~L

3

America Grants Program admtntstered by the Department of the
Intenor. These matching grants
of $20.000 to $150.000 go on a
competnive basis to heritage
tourism programs. promotton
and marketing programs, and
promterpretive/educational
grams
mvolvmg
histone
resource~.

'"Sustatnable htstonc preservallon is a wtse nwestment tn the
future. not a cost for matntaining
the past. Commumlles and the
nauon recetve signtftcant economtc, educaltonal. and cultural
beneftts. tncluding heritage
tounsm. tn return for thctr
preservation efforts." satd John
L.
au. III. chatrman of the
Advtsory Counctl on Historic
Preservallon, which admtnisters
Preserve Amenca programs for
the While House m cooperation
w 11h the Department of the
Interior. For more information
and updates on the initiattve.
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University
announces gift ...
conti11ued from page I
Gore, Rosa Par~s. Gore Vidal ,
Barack Obama, Studs Terkel.
Joyce Carol Oates, and many,
many, many more .
Under the dtrectton of the
Drucker
Insutute
and
Transdisciplinary
Studtes
Program,
the
Connte
Martinson
Talks
Books
Collection will be dtgllt7ed on
an ongoing basts over the next
several years. with all of
Martinson's interviews eventually made available onltne to
anyone who would like to view
them. The project wtll be handled through the Claremont
Colleges Digital Library.
"This is a remarkable gift,"
said Rick Warttman, director
of the Drucker lnstllute, a campus-wide resource of CGU.
"There aren't too many authors
of note who have passed
through L.A . in the last three
decades whom Con me hasn't
interviewed, and mtervtewed
well."
Wendy Martin, assoctate
provost and
director of
Transdisciplinary
Studtes,
pointed out that the Martmson
Collection offers a window
into an unusually wide range of
fields, including art, architecture, economics, education,
history, literature, management, mathemattcs. philosophy, phystcs, politics, psychology, technology and more.
"This inherently transdtsciplinary archive will provide
material for research proJects
for generations of scholars and
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students," Martm said .
"D1gittzing these tapes wtll
gtve students and others an
opportunity to hear and watch
these outstanding authors for
themselves , whenever they
want," said Martinson. "Seemg
authors up close ltke thts provtdes a rich pomt of vtew to
thetr work ."
Wartzman noted that the
Drucker Institute- whose misston is to stimulate effective
management and ethtcal leadership across soctety by
advancing the tdeas and tdeals
of the later Peter F. Drucker
has a keen mterest m the
Martinson acqutsition because
of Drucker's notton that management ts "a liberal art ."
"Drucker believed that a
healthy soctety ts run by organIzations whose values are
shaped by a wide range of disciplines: history, soctology,
psychology, culture and religion," Wartzman said . "In fact,
Drucker once descnbed management books as ' dreadful
trash' and suggested that he
denved much of his philosophy
from novelists such as Austen,
Balzac and others."
Martinson herself recalled
meeting Peter Drucker at the
home of her longtime friend
Jean Lipman-Biumen, the
Thornton
F.
Bradshaw
Professor of Public Policy and
Professor of Organizational
Behavior at CGU's Peter F.
Drucker and Masatosht Ito
Graduate
School
of
Management.
"Claremont,"
said Martinson, "is a beautiful
setting for the tapes to call
'home."'

six small
steps ...

Clemmy's ...
colllinued from page 25

continued from page 13

Escape the Rut for Good
Yes, there tS hope for you,
no matter how long you've
been in your current rut. And
whtle change can be scary, the
secret is to work through the
fear.
That's the only way
you're going to make progress
and tncrease your self-confidence. So take I 00% responsibility for your ltfe today. Learn
from the lessons you uncover.
and move forward with passton. Whether your acuon step
ts large or small, implement it
today. By doing somethmganythmg-you create the needed momentum to drive yourself
out of that rut and full speed
into the life you've always
dreamed about.
Contact Guer/ine Jasmin
ar injo@guerlinejasmin.com or
vi.1it www.guerlineja.1min.com.

and frozen food industry.
"We're currently in the
process of putting together a
five-member advtsory board. We
also have just completed phase
two of our capital mvestment for
expansion and are moving into
phase three," added Gordon.

What's next?
Clemmy's debuted m early
2008 with five flavors- Vanilla.
Chocolate, Chocolate Mmt
Swtrl. Coffee and Toasted
Almond. Just in ume for the
2008 holiday season, Clemmy\
will introduce two new flavors
along with novelty bars, tee
cream sandwiches and tndtvtdual
serving cups.
Later this year, the company
also plans to pursue distribution
to the institutional market. For
more
information
about
Clemmy's Ice Cream, visit
www.clemmystcecream.com.

TRJT()'\J
( on1mun H:at ion"· Inc .
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water park/
amphitheater...
cominued from page I
develop, construct and operate a
water park from May through
October each year. The proposal
includes a 500,000 gallon wave
pool, tower with a variety of water
slides, lazy river, activity pool,
raft ride and ancillary facilities.
The facility design will incorporate the latest design standards
including environmentally friendly systems and construction methods. The park grounds will utilize
a tropical island theme complete
with thatched roofs. nautical elements, vibrantly colored attractions and additional island theme
elements.
The outdoor amphitheater
will operate year-round with the
majority of shows held during the
weekends and holidays. Three
seating levels will be available for
patrons to enjoy concerts ruld
other family-oriented entertainment.

health care deal ...
cominuecl from page 24
attorney to take such a case.
The fine pnnt of the settlement
would also create roadblocks
to future class actiOn lawsuits
brought by those patients with
smaller damage claims.
"The
Department
has
clearly acknowledged the loss
and harm to pataents whose
coverage was allegally and callously
rescmded,"
said
Flanagan. "However, many of
these patients will likely face a
cadre of Kaiser attorneys in a
complicated
and
difficult
closed-door arbitration where
they have to act as their own
lawyers.
Kaaser should be
requared to pay the attorney
fees of patients seeking redress
for substantial past medical
expenses and damages resulting from the loss of coverage."
Consumer Watchdog said
the agreement only offered to
"sell"
new
coverage
to

patients, not to "reinstate" former coverage which would
have
provided
automatic
recovery of medical costs
rather than subjecting patients
to a hostile arbtlration.
The
Department
of
Managed
Health
Care
(DMHC) previOusly granted
Consumer Watchdog's petition
for new rules to protect innocent patients from wrongful
retroactive cancellations- socalled "rescissions" in
December 2007 but now is
backing away from completing
them.

Read
Consumer
Watchdog\ 2006 petition calling for the new rules:
hup://www.CollsumerWatchdo
g .orglresource.\lresciss ionspetition.pdf
Read DMHC'.1 December
2007 response granting that
petition
http://www.ConsumerWatchdo
g.orglresources!DMHCrespon
se.pdf

REAL ESTATE
NOTES ...
t"lllltillllt' d

{rom /'llt:t' 15

private
investor. ........... .In
Fontana, an II ,200-sq.-ft. property at 15050 Hilton Drive sold
for $1.45 million ($129/sf). Built
in 2007, the property is just nonh
of Foothill Blvd. m the southeast
quadrant of the intersection of
the 210 and 15 Freeways. Paul
Brehme
of
Marcus
&
Millichap represented the buyer
in the deal.

This column provides a review of
the latest commercial real estate
activity throughout the Inland
Empire. It is produced in a joint
media effort between the Inland
Empire Business Journal and
Rentv.com, a leading lmernet
real estate news site which has
been covering the industry in
California for nine years. For
more commercial real estate
information
from
around
California, go to www.rentv.com.
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RESTAURANT

REVIE'W

Johannes Restaurant in Palm Springs---Highly Recommended and
Earning Rave Reviews
By Bill Anthony
Johannes Bacher. the o~ ncr
of Johannes Rcstamant 111 Palm
Springs. may be one of the best
chefs of Austna or maybe he ·s
not: however, an Palm Springs, I
can tell you he as the best
Austnan chef pcrformmg food
magac on a continuous basis.
Don't believe me .. ...... well. go
experience Johannes and then
you tell me. He has achieved
success in comcrtmg the comfort foods of Austria to casual
Calafornaa fusaon. and has
restaurant 1s on another level---maybe even on another planet.
Planet GREAT!
Let me share an example ...... mushroom soup with
cream fraiche. roasted shallots
and truffle oil, menage a trois
lobster, shrimp and scallops m
dressing------sounds sample, not
so----all of these dishes arc very
complex. Another example--try the
roasted beets wnh
Wisconsin blue Bill goat cheese,
hazelnut oil, pistachaos. pink
grapefruit, tiny greens, and yellow bell pepper puree. For only
$9, it is labor intensive (the cost
of labor to prepare such a dash
must be at least $9). What a bargain!
How about a spread for the
bread. Rather than the usual butter, Johannes serves Its customers an artachoke, barbanzo
beans, basil. olive oal. salt and
pepper combination---all blended together to form a tasty and
delicious spread.

Main dishes include oven
roasted duck breast wuh sauteed
spmach. roasted Bose pear. alba
truffle oil, star anasc honey plum
sauce: Australian grass fed beef
tcnderlom steak with Yukon
gold mashed potatoes. creamed
spmach. green Madagascan peppercorn brand) sauce: seared
rare space crusted ahi \\ ath
pineapple guava apricot and
truffle yaki reduction. stir fned
l\lapa cabbage. sweet peppers.
shaltake: and pancetta wrapped
monkfish wath pineapple sauerkraut, roasted fingerling potatoes, chicken mango sausage,
passion mango mustard sauce.
The restaurant as small with
less than 25 tables mside and an
enclosed sidewalk patio. Our
centerpiece on the white linen
tablecloth was an apple--the
decor hip and high end as
described on their Web sate. The
58 degree wine cellar sits m the
dinmg room holding a selection
of over 300 wmes from around
the world. There as a wine to
please everyone---even the most
demanding wine snob. Don't
care for wine----no problem---chose a martini from apple
strudel to the wild zone.
Johannes as not for everyone. It's for those who wish to
dine and not just to eat.
My
advice for an exceptional two
hour dining experience: share
gourmet dishes with others who
also like to share and drink their
fine wines----all with exceptional service to boot.
ow the best part----the
price. Johannes is very affordable. You might even say cheap
compared to the food value

served---big city taste and small
village co-.t. That as my kind of
restaurant. The complete package.
Other Reviews:

Zagat 200() - "The bravos
echo across the Coachella
Valley for perfectly executed
Pan-Asian-Austnan
cruisine
and excellent wme sclectaon at
thas great mmamahst find 111
Palm Springs."
Desert

Entertmner

"Samply the best of the best."

Wine Spectator - "Though
perhaps the desert's most
accomplished restaurant, there's
not a hmt of pretcnsaon "
P.S. Johannes Bacher could
probably gtve tip~ to that other

Johannes Bacher
_____

__..

L

Austnan chef. ...... you know
who I mean. Bravo Johannes.
Keep up the good work.

Johannes is located at f<)()
Sowh lndwn Canvon Dril'e in
Palm Spnngs. Since re.len·ation.\ ts a must, call I 7()0 J 77XOO17.

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur 11:30 a.m. • 9:30p.m.
Fri n:3o a.m.· :ro:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.· :ro:3o p.m.
Sun 4:00p.m. • 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended

It's New York without the attitude! This award-winning
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment

to

comple-

ment your dming experience • and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect lor hostmg your next event.
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KSHELF
"Vulture Culture: Dirty Deals,
Unpaid Claims, and The Coming Collapse
of The Insurance Industry,"
By Eric D. Gerry, Esq;
Amacom, New York, New York; York;
2008; 241 pages; $24.00.

image of trust among policyholders was essential Today's Insurance has substlluted spt_n. fraud, and in so~e cases even bnbery
of state public offtctals m exchange for thetr silence. He calls for
a two-step solution: "consumerizing state insurance departments"
and "federalization of regulation and oversight of the insurance
industry."
The author has come a long way in his pracuce before the
insurance bar, and this time his case is well-founded and should
send a wake up call to both state legislatures and the u.s.
Congress. If it is a btt late to alert us to the issues in the life and
property/casualty stde of the industry, it's not too late to take
another look at the industry's views health care Insurance. It's
probably the very best time to do so.

There is an iconic scene in the classic motion picture
"Casablanca." The chief of police, a libertine and gambler, is
forced to close down Rick's Cafe Amencam. When the owner
demands to know why, the chief replies, "I am shocked. shocked
to discover that there is gambling gomg on here." At this point a
-- Henrv Holr-:.man
croupier delivers the chief's winnings for the evening.
To some extent the author, who was a noted attorney with 30
yean. experience before the insurance practice bar. must have led
an unusually sheltered life during his early years of practice. All
the senior insurance executives. and many mid-level managers,
were aware that it was best to hmtt the amount of business done
with some otherwise prominent companies. As early as the
Here arc the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The
1970s, the executives of re-msurance companies (many of whtch
list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A.
were unregulated) pretty much knew which compan ies were
straightforward and which were not.
1. "Winners Never Cheat: Everyday Values We Learned As
The tone of author Eric Gerst's book is that until the 1990s,
Children (But May Have Forgotten)," by Jon M. Huntsman
\\hen some of the earliest prosecutions against insurance execu(Wharton School Publishing ... $19.95)( l )*
tives and their companies took place, he \vas unaware of how perWhy playmg by the rules ts still the only \vay to wm.
vasive the ··vulture culture" situation had become and ho\v rapid2.
"The Post-American World" by Farced 7akaria (W.W onon
1) the morality of the entire industry \\as deteriorating.
&
Co ... $25.95)**
To a great extent Gerst can be forgiven the degree of shock he
Why the 21st Century will not be "the American Century."
experienced. As he points out in the book. the insurance industry
3 "The Logic of Life: The Rational Economics of An Irrational
spent many millions of dollars in spinning reality and crying
World," by Tim Harford (Random House ... $19.95) (5)
poverty caused by policyholder fraud. Policyholder fraud can
Why
economtcs always appears logical when nothing else does.
certainly be measured in billions of dollars, but according to
4.
"Launching
a Leadership Revolution: Mastering the Five
Gerst, so can the fraud perpetrated by some insurance company
Levels of Influence," by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward
executives.
(Business Plus ... $23.99) (3)
There are a number of reasons why some very astute insurDetailed vtew of how to develop leadership skills.
ance executives were tempted. First. like banks, the insurance
S.
"The Dip: A Little Book That Teaches You When to Quit (and
companies' stock in trade is cash. Lots of 11. However. unlike
When to Stick)" by Seth Godin and Hugh Macleod [Illustrator]
banks, there is no federal regulation or oversight of insurance
(Pengum Group USA ... $12.95) (4)
companies. That ·s one of the reasons why foretgn investors love
Why winners often quit whtle losers stick.
to gain control of U.S. insurance companies. Also. as Gerst notes,
6. "Women and Money: Owning the Power to Control Your
the imurance companies adopted a divided-and-conquer
Destiny," By Suze Orman (Random House ... $24.95) (2)
approach by urging state-only supervision. They pour substantial
Guru of women's financial empowerment tells how It's done.
amounts of money into lobbying efforts to prevent federal control
7. "Debt Cures "They" Don't Want You to Know About," b)
of the insurance industry: life. health. and property/casualty
Kevin Trudeau (Equity Press ... $25.95)**
insurance.
What banks and credit card companies prefer you not to know.
Gerst adds that in 1999. the watchdog Consumer Federation
8. "21 Distinctions of Wealth: How to Create Unlimited
of America issued a by-state "report card" of state insurance
Abundance in Your Life," by Peggy McColl (John Wiley &
commissioners' offices. He writes: "The report. titled "Consumer
Sons ... $15.95)**
Information Available from State Insurance Departments, pre9. "Freakonomics: A rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side
sented the results of a three-month study on how well the state
of Everything," by Steven D. Levitt (HarperCollins ... $25.95) (6)
insurance departments make information available to the conWhy you shouldn't accept the official version of anything.
sumer in written form .... The grades were not good. "The CFA
10. "The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business Is Selling Less
gave only seven states out of 50 an A rating. Most states fell in
of More," by Chris Anderson (Hyperion ... $24.95) (8)
the middle with Bs or Cs. A surprising 17 states -more than a
Why products sold by internet generate nearly unending sales.
third- received a D, E, or I (for incomplete). One state had no
written material whatsoever for the consumer."
*(2) --Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
For a number of reasons, Gerst believes the insurance indus** -- Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.
try has drifted from a position where building both the reality and
*** -- Book previously on the list is on the list once again.

(Bestselling Business Books)

Rancho Las
Palmas Resort...
contmued from page 44
reserved exclusively for guests
of the spa.
You can enJOY a 50-mmute
Swedish massage or deep cleaning facial for just $99, complete
with a complimentary glass of
Champagne.
Its only disappointment is
the size of the fitness center. For
a hotel with 444 rooms, it seems
fair to ask why they thought that
only three treadmills would do
when the hotel IS nearly fully
occupied on weekends.
Celebrity
stylist
Billy
Yamaguchi, whtle not personally present on the grounds, has
his own corner of the spa.
While I'm not sure what these
labels mean, it is said that he
integrates feng shui principles
into modern hairstyling and
beauty services.
I should have asked his
attendants there to explam a
"Shogun Pedicure for the Sports
Warrior" not that I was mterested beyond curiosity. But shame
on me for not asking.

All in all, the face-lift and
the marketing strategy destgned
to attract a younger, more
vtbrant crowd of guests seemed
to be working on the weekend
we were there. The resort was
crowded with couples with children but even if you were traveling solo without them, Rancho
Las Palmas is a mce respite
from the everyday workday
world.

Location: 41-000 Bob Hope
Drive Rancho Mirage, CA.,
92270
Website:
mas.com

www.ranchola.lpal-

Telephone: (760) 568-2727
(800) 423-1195
Golf: Ted Robinson-designed
27-hole course. The resort also
features practice facilities, a
tiered grass hitting area and
Bermuda grass practice putting
greens.
Rares: Ran~:ing from summer,
midweek rates of$109 to nearlv
$500 during peak seasons.
.

Employers Group Presents:
Inland Empire HR Briefing & Networking Event
DATES/TIMES:
June 19, 2008
8:00am-9:30am

LOCATION:
Employers Group
Inland Empire Office
3200 Guasti Rd., Ste. 100
Ontario, CA, 91761

COST & REGISTRATION :
$25/members; $40/non-members.

"employer of
. " ...
ch ozce
conrmuedfrom pg. 27
do.
Key # S: Fairness Rules
Fairness is a fundamental
building block in creating a
supportive culture; 11 creates
diverse thinking and ideas, and
sends the message that each
employee is as 1mportant and
valuable as the next. Gen-Xers
want to feel that they are valued
and respected in the company.
In order to make that happen,
managers need to drop any
"status and favoritism" practices they may have. If your
company is to keep up with the
times and stay competitive,
managers need the workers'
perspective on the marketplace
and their opinions on corporate
products and services. So value
the ideas and opinions of
employees. Seek differences in
opinion, engage in open dialogue, and recognize and support everyone's point of view.
Key # 6: Be a Facilitator
Facilitation is more than
just running a meeting. It's
about asking the right questions. One of the most powerful
questions in the facilitative
approach is the "what" question, as it helps the conversation focus on discovery.
"What" questions help with
identifying issues and probing
for details. They also get the

other person involved with the
discussion.
Unfortunately,
many leaders use questions that
begin with the word ·'why,"
which often prompts defensive
behavior from others. "Why"
questiOns are often mterpreted
as cnttctsm, whether intended
or not. To avoid this, change
your "why" questions to "what"
questions. Instead of asking,
"Why did you do that?" ask,
"What are the reasons behind
your ac11ons?" or "What caused
you to act that way?" Using a
facilitative approach can help a
team solve problems. make
effective decisions and improve
work processes.
Reaping the Rewards
As you make these changes
to improve your corporate climate, you 'II quickly notice a
marked improvement in your
workforce. Employees will be
happter at work, more productive, and eager to advance the
organization's mtsswn and
goals. And remember, working
in a warm climate isn't just for
Gen-Xers. All your employees
will feel a greater sense of job
satisfaction, regardless of their
age or generation identification.
In short, a warm climate may be
just what your company needs
to improve profits and longterm growth.

For more information,
Deanne DeMarco can be
reached
at
www.DeanneDeMarco.com or
call: 866-9/-COACH.
I>

1 · •' II ,
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MORE INFO :
Website: http://www.employersgroup.com
Phone: 800-748-0421 ext. 2024

c..,- .r..ut ~ s-.. St.-,
The Coupon I~ IS thm-q m Of mr linltC'd \tJtes
I'UI'Ulaioo 11.1(1 ~ c-haw r<n>owt\1"""'" no
m.attc1v.hal~rhco:.n...,)' I\ II

DESCRIPTION :
Turning the layoff Process into a Positive Experience. layoffs present a
myriad of challenges to the HR professional, but in difficult economic
limes, they are for too often a business necessity. Whether it is an
individual employee, on entire business unit, a 10% reduction in force,
a mass layoff or a plant closure, layoffs must be approached in a very
careful, preplanned strategic manner. The highly interactive session will
address how leadership and HR can proactively and effectively influence
who leaves and when, what management con do to mitigate the negative
effects of reductions in force including: how to rebuild the morale of those
who remain; how to establish a basis for layoffs (seniority, performance,
etc.). It will also provide a framework for layoffs.

FREE ESTIMATE
FREE 8 DAY RAIN TOUCH-UP
WWW ISERGMANWJNDOWWASHING.COM

. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J

-::::=-·
-r~:• IFA~
--St..! a ~ C..,... Fwaioe io , _ H.t T
(9()9)386-()<iS()

L--''-"-"·mont hl,coupono;.com
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\.R.E. 'tTV\ORK
~OLFfiO'S

262 CO' OlE DRIVE
COLTO:\. CA 92124
ABLE "2" HELP St:RVICE.~
1444-1 C"'LIFOR:-.IA "'VE
STE D
VICTORVILLE. CA 92J92
\CCESSAlTO ALliS
5-IQ ADOBE ROAD
ThENn:-.ISE PAL \1S. C·\
92277

COO"- ' \ t:'•T
\PPU\'1,0
IN~TAIL \llO'S
294 S \1AO ST
SA:\ BER' \RDI,O. C\
92410
CLRB \PPI::.\.1 \lOBI! E
DETAIL!l\G
8N9S I AVE.
HFSPERIA. C \92345

-"LAKAZA\1
1173 W. 13TH STREET
l I'LA:\0. CA QPSh

DARSHANSET PLAVLAND
Cl t: A '1,1 ... (; A'D
\1AI'I,IE'A'<.:E
101M WESTERN DR
COLTO:-.o. CA 92324
,9(J91S2.~ 1615

-"!'OGELPAWS
2~~1~ E. BASEU:-.E #B
SAr-; BER:\ARDI,O, CA
92410

Dt:L \1AR PAII'oTING
163 E 16TH ST
SA'- BER:-.oARDI,O, CA
92404

ATS C0\1PLTER
SERHCt:S
17610CATALPA#E
HESPERIA, CA 91:1-15

DESt:RT CO,STRlCTIO'
SER\ ICES. I'C
16687 MEJ'iAHKA RD
APPLE VALLEY. CA 92107

AZLA:-.1
'1956 POULSEN AVE
MO:\ICLAIR. CA 91763

DIRECT SHOWER DOOR
& I"STALl.ATION
1941' CAMI'LS AVE.
STE. 161
LPLAND. CA 91784

BC CONSULTL'IiG, INC.
225 S. RIVERSIDE AVE..

STE. 2
RIALTO. CA 92376
(909)820-0'199
BEAR COFFEE & MORE
40827 STONE RD
BIG BEAR LAKE. CA 92315

DIRECT TOWI'G &
TRANSPORT
12975 LAKOTA RD
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92.108
DONE RIGHT ROOFING
214hl DELORORD
APPLE VALLEY. CA n308

BIRDIE'S FLOWERS AND
DECOR
562 E. G STREET
ONTARIO. CA 91764

E & A CO,STRUCTIOS
57419 OSAGA TR.
YUCCA VALLEY. CA 92284

BOTA.lliiCAL BLOSSOMS
916 E. BARKER BLVD.
BIG BEAR CITY. CA 92314

ELDORADO PALMS
15218 FIR AVENLE
YUCAIPA. CA 92399

BUSTOS BA1TERY
COMPANY
17435 CATALPA STREET
t;NIT IAA
HESPERIA. CA 92392
C.S. GARDEI'o'ING
10272 FELIPE AVENUE
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763
CAMACHO INSPECfiONS
11535 CLARIDGE DR.
RANCHO CI.:CAMONGA.
CA 91730
(951 )213-941>4
CHECK BY CHECKCHINO A
5275 RIVERSIDE DR.
CHINO. CA 91710
COLORSCAPE
PAINTING CO.
18176 YUCCA ST.
HESPERIA. CA 92345
COMMUNITY XING
5138 PICASSO DR.
CHINO HILL. CA 91709

EMPIRE COLLISION
CENTER
1775 1/2 FOOTHILL BLVD
t;PLAND. CA 91786
EVANS PRIVATE
SE<.:l'RITY
13220 MORNING SKY
COURT
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392
EXPRESS MOBILE
PHOTO SHOP
75K5 MONTROSE AVE.
HE.SPERIA. CA 92345
FIRST GLOBAL
FINANCIAL GROliP INC.
224M NORTE VISTA DRIVE'
CHI'O HILLS, CA 91709
FL'TIJRE Mf:DIA
1408 'W MARSHAL BLVD
SAN llER"ARUI"O. CA
92405
GARDNER CREATivt:
VENTURES
108 W AEROPLANE BLVD
BIG BF.AR CITY. CA 92114
GOLD HUI'oiERS
1721>2 IVY AVE
FONTANA C'A 92315

GOl.Dt.... \\EST DF,I.\1
(;I.INKI'C
202 W F<XlTHILL BLVD.
RIALrO. C A 9217b
GREEN HIPPO PLLMBII'IG
~07 EAST I STREET
0:\TARIO. (A 91764
II & H PROPERT\ MG\1T
l 266.~ BAR HARBOR ST
VICTOR\ JLLE, C,\ 91392
11.\.\ E CO'I-1Pl'Tf:R
\HLLTRA\EL
I ~415 JONATHAN ST
APT D
ADEL"'NTO. CA 92301
tiA\'l:N 110\1E
n ;R,.ISHI,GS
19 E CITRl'S ST
STE 102
REDLAr-;DS. CA 92373
liE PERlA WIRELESS
15555 MAI:-.o ST
STE. AIO
HESPERIA. CA 92:1-15
H2-0--TOGO
5MO \10NO RD
PHELAN, CA 92371
IEPD
INLASD EMPIRE PRIVATE
DRIVERS
~1YIEPD.C0\1

1757 E. GRA"'ADA COURT
ONTARIO. CA 91764
J & J CASH WORKS
1005 W. REDLANDS BLVD.
REDLANDS. CA 92373
LOLA.<; l'tfEXICAN
RESTAURANT
21290 BEAR VALLEY RD
STE. 105-106
APPLE VALLEY. CA 92308
L0\1ELI-ZAVAL.A
22310 BARTON RD.
GRAND TERRACE. CA
92313
LOW PRICE A LITO SALES
16635 FOOTHILL BLVD.
FONTANA. CA 92335

\11R"GE CLlB
12401 DANDELIO"' WA'
VKTOR\'Il L~. CA 92.192
\11. \"D ASSOCI \Tt:S
11M19 FDOTIIILL BLVD
#J-109
FO'-TA,A. CA 92.115
'ATIONWIOt: '0TARIF.S
W5 ' LACADEr--A OR
COLTON, CA 92124
(9(19)5:1-1-6822
'11'-E-EIGIIT APPAREL
NINE>EIGIIT CHOPPt RS
Nl"E-EIGIIT CYcu·s
'l'<t:-EIGIIT \10TOR
SPORTS
Nl"E-EIGIIT
TRA'SPOR f\TION
5604 S F ST
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92407

CAIIFOR'I \ l RBA!'i
APPRAISALS
115 MASON WAY
t.,PLAND CA 91781>

RMCCU"NSVHfP
1444-1 QliNNAIAT ROAD
APPLE VALLEY ( ~ 92307

ABY'S FASIIION
IU660 S SIFRRA AVF.
STE C
FONTAN''· CA 92117

CALl BOX EXPRF:SS
TRUCKI!\G
I0544 HORSESIIOI:: DR.
BLOOMINGTON. CA92116

S&R JO"'ES PROPt:RTY
MA,\Gt:\1ENI
11725 DESERT GLEN ST
ADELANTO. CA 92101
(7601246-4123

ADVANCt:D
Sl PPLEME,TAL
Tllt:RAPit:S
11591 YORBA AVE.
CHINO. C.\ 91710

CARDI"'S FLOWERS
& GIITS
1667 MOL NTAIN AVENUe,
• 126
UPLAND. CA 91786
(909)981-4142

DIESEL LAB
15105 MA,Il.A DRIVE
fONTANA, CA 92317
(95 I )177-84X2

SANDY'S ENTt:RPRISES
8916 YEW STREET
RANCHO CLCAMO:O.GA.
CA 91710

AFFILIATED >.10RTGAGE
St:RVICES
"168 ARCHIBALD AVE. #100
ALTA LOMA. CA 91701

CERTIFIED MOBILE
ADVANTAGE
2069 W SAN BERNARDINO
AVE.. STE. 1192
COLTON. CA 92324

DRYt:R VEI'oT CLEARING
SPECIALIST
105 N 2ND AVE
•11M
t.:PL-\ND, CA 91786

COLD STONE CREAMF:RV

•:-MODif"ICATIO'S
222 'I MOl; ~TAI:-.o AVE.
108-A
U PLANO. CA 91786

SLI DESIG'S
13329 JENNA CT.
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392

SOLAR MOBILE NOTARY
St:SMARK TRUST SAU:S
96:10 ME.~A VISTA ST
APPLE VALLEY. CA 9230H

ADA2 DAY
COSSTRl!C'TIO'I
1912 OCEANAIRE WAY
UPLAND. CA 91784

OIL CAN HENRY'S
35126 Yl;cAIPA BLVD
Yt;CAIPA. CA 92399

SOLUCIO'I LATINO
AMERICA
17474 FOOTHILL BLVD,
STE B
FONT·\"'A. C ~ 92335

ADALCO ELECTRIC
SERVICES
4972 SNOWBERRY DR
FONTA!\ A CA 92136

POLYNESIAN CAFE
3055 S. ARCHIBALD AVE.
STE. F
ONTARIO. CA 91761-9007
(909)947-2288

SUNDANCE ROOFING
2455:1 COMMI.JNITY BLVD.
HINKLEY. CA 92:1-17

ADVA!\TAGE HOME
INVENTORY SERVICE
494 S. MACY ST.# 56
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92410

SWEET TREATS
1843 Kl1'-iGSBURY DR
REDLANDS. CA 92:174

A.J TRANSPORT St:RVICES

R & B CUST0\1 CABINETS
17396 MUSKRAT AVE
ADELANTO, CA 92301
(760)486-3985
R & J TATE GENERAL
PARTNERSIIIP
10180 EAVE
HESPERIA. C A 92345

REACTIO' REALTY
EXECUTIVF$
1608 St;"'DOW'I COt.:RT
REDLA,DS. C A 92174
REAL ESTAH: SOI,UTIO'S
7.1287 "'DOBf: CIRCLE
TWE,fY'il'-lf; PAL\IS. <'A
92277

THE HANDYMAN
EXPRESS
2029 LA PALMA
UPLAND. CA 91784
THE UPPER ROOM
CARDS AND MORE
12915 BORDEALX COURT
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91739
THOMPSON&
ASSOCIATES INS.
2743 S SA'IDPJPER AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
TORTAS LAS GLORIAS 13
331 E 9TH ST
STE. 7
SAN BERNARDI,O. CA
92410
TRACF.R ELITE:
7~10 CLOl'DY BAY COl R1
RANCHO CUCA~10"'GA.
CA 91739
(909\904-0848

RHLECTIO~S

14564 PERAL RD
VICTOR\' ILl I., CA 92Wl
Rf:GIS SAl.ON
14400 BEAR VALLEY RD,
STE 213
VICTORVILLE CA 92392

TRAVHODGf:
SAN BERNARDINO
1280 SOL THE S I RloET
SAN BF-.RNARDINO, CA
92408
A & J GLOBAL TRAINISG
12530 CABALLERO CT.
VICTORVILLE, C "192.192

Dt.BORAII'S DALGIITERS
68X6 llERGANO I'L.
AU·\ L0!\1-\. CA 91701
OELTA·CO'I HAIR DESIGN
24674 REDLANDS BLVD
L0!'.1A LI';DA. CA 92154
Dt:St:RT FAMILY CHURCH
17915 HACKBERRY Sl
HESPERIA. C A 92345

n84

NORTH AMERICAN
HOME FL'IDI"G
15450 W SAND ST
#109
VICTORVILLE. CA 92W2

M V CL'l.TOM INTERIOR
CABINETS
17435 CAlALPA STREET,
t;'IT IB
HESPER I ... CA 92~5

Ml CA.<; A SOLUTIONS
154-A WI'ST FOOTIIILL
BLVD, Nl22
li'I.A:O.D. CA 91781>

ALI'XI'S SLNGLASSE:S
9773 SIERRA AVE. NCI2
FONTA:-.oA ( A 92:135
A & PTRUCKI!\G CO.
11659 BALBOA CT
FONTA' A CA 92316

PROFESSIONAIL
15683 ROY ROGERS DR
B204
VICTORVILLE, CA 92W4
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12445 LilY COLRT
RANCHO Cl'CAMO'GA
C·\ 91719
'

SMfiiY'S HAL' LING
25635 HI LANE
TWIN PEAKS. CA 92191

RAMCO UPKEEP
5919 SEABISCUIT COURT
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739

Mf:RRY MOODS
CLEANING
10832 IIICKORY \1
ADELA:O.TO. CA 92301

A \MR\1 \HtRNOON

"OEL'S TAX SERH<.:ES
2(14 GRAYSON WAY .A
t:PLAND. CA 91786

LST LAWN CARE
AND MORE
12995 TAMARISK RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395

MASTERClTS
O'F. \!ILLS CIRCLF.
SUITE #106
O'ITARlO. CA 91764

RGS Dt Vt LOP>.1t."H
GROLP
64 L1 N ASHLEY cr
SA 'I BERSARDI,O. CA
92407

June ::!008

13659 BALBOA CT
FONTANA. CA 92136
ALL PLAYTIME JUMPERS
14146 SHERWOOD DR
YUCAIPA. CA 92399
(909)797-8586
ANMCOIJSA
11047 GETTYSBURG DRIVE
ALTA LOMA. CA 91737
APARTMENT
ASSOCIATION GREATt:R
INLAND EMPIRE
10630TOWN CENTER
DRIVE.
STE. 116
RA!\CHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91730
B.\NLELOS LANDSC\PE
& CO,CRETE "C.
8725 JAGATAI ST
OAK HILL~ . CA 92344
'70())947 -0242
BOB'S Ct:ST<m WHDING
151 X A EAST FRANCIS
0:-.oTARIO. CA 91761
BOL\NOS LAW:'< St:R\IU
1152 '-ARROWHEAD AVF
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92405
BOLLMAN f:,TERPRISES
1424 N. 11TH ST
l PL\'I,D, CA 91781>

15068 SUMMIT AVIi
FONTANA, CA 92336
CTNf GROUP
1291 VALLEJO WAY
UPLAND. CA 91786

EM TRF.E & LANDSCAPING SERVICf:S
7376 VALARIA DR
APT B2
IIIGHLAND, CA 92346

DEAD JOKER MOVIES
AND GifTS
7565 VILLA AVE
HIGHLAND. CA 92346

NEw

HF.RYTHI"G BlfT THE ...
"I DO"
11608 MT WHITNEY CT
RA,CHO CUCAMO,GA.
CA 91717

HAU PRICE TO,tR
R & M IMAGING
TINTA4LESS
1932 CAVE STRUoT
REDLANDS . C A 92374
HA'I.,AM HEALTH
6751 CARNELIAN ST.. IK'
RANCHO CUCAMONGA .
CA 91701
H)) Sf RVICE PROVIDER
15400 VILLAGE DR
VICTORVILLE CA 92394
IIEAVt:N'S BFSf CARPtT
UPHOLSTERY AND
fLOOR CLEANING
7740 SOMERSET LANE
HIGHLAND. CA 92:146-5X47

MAE'S MARKET
42-183 VERDIN LANE
PALM DESERT, CA 92260

HAIR IT IS
79775 HWY Ill.
SUITE 103
LA QUINTA. CA 92253
TIDBITS OF THE
SAN GORGONIO PASS
2235 N. PALM CYN
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262

TOOTIES TEXAS
BARBEQUE
6X-703 PEREZ ROAD,
STE AI
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92234
BFCERRILAlfTO REPAIR
81837 OLEANDER ST
INDIO. CA 92201
INDIO SMOG CENTER
83019 AVE. 45
INDIO, CA 92201
POE'S WATER KEGS
74 145 ASTER DRIVE
PALM DESERT. CA 92260
RIVERSIDE COUNTY

SHAKERZ BAR & GRILL
301 N PALM CANYON DR.,
STE. 100
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262

HOMEG!'OOME
77HII CHANDLER WAY
PALM DESERT. CA 92211

AMERICAN CAB
555 SOUTH SUNRISE WAY.
STE. 212
PALM SPRJSGS, CA 92264

FUENTE.<; BROTHER'S
GARDENING
SCI474 SALTILLO CIR.
COACHELU\. CA 9223~

MARY BORDt:RS
fSH:RPRISF.S
30026 AVF.NIDA Al.VER ·\
CATHFORAL CITY, CA
Q22:14

BRANDED BASKE:T, THE
'4074 JERI LANE
P:\1 \f Df~SERT, CA 92211
Ot~~T DIAI't10"() H'NDI!'OG

CORP.
12270 RANCHO VISTA DR.,
STE 5
CAl HEDRAL CITY. C \
92214

PAINT BY THRf ADS
11809 LA COSTA (T
Yt;CAIPA C '- 91199

JB PFRFORMAII,Ct.
15181 BRANT DR
FOSTA:-.oA. CA 92116

PAPA JOFS PIZ/.A
1616 E 'WASHI... GT0\1 ST
COLTO:-.o . CA 92124

MOMMY PI.AYDATt:S
2505 W FCX)THILL Nl4~
SAN BER"'ARDINO, CA
92410
<9091885-8991

PHA'IT0\1 FRIESIA'S
16547 NAVAJO RD
APPLE VALLEY CA 92107

SIGSATLRF
CO,CIERGEIERRAND
SFRVICES
280 FOREST CIRCLE
CRESTLINE C .. 92325-6311

POPt:vt:'S SMOKES HOP
13738 BEAR VALLEY ROAD
STE. El
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392
(760)951 1829

SOCALAlrfO ROADSIDE
SERVICE
35562 AVE. F.
YUCAIPA. CA 92399
<<XI'!) 6481903

RAY'SUQUOR
12838 cOOTHILL BLVD
RA"'CHO CUCb,MO"'GA,
CA917W

TAQI,ERIA LAS TORRES
X-10 N '1.1EDICAL
CF'<TER DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92411

Nt:WMAN LAW GROUP
10535 FOOT! JILL BLVD
STE:..100
RANCHO Ct;CAMONGA.
CA 91730
:-.n~PORTTRUCK

HESPERIA fARMERS'
MARKt:T
15833 SMOKE TREE ST
HE.WERIA, CA 92:1-15
HOWtLL TIRE CO
14034 VALLEY FORGE CT
FONTANA. CA 92336
J&J CONCESSIONS
13244 BRANT RD
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
J&A PIIOTOGRAPHY
11606 FERNWOOD AVE
FONTANA. CA 92137

s u s 1N E s s

D'S POOLS AND SPAS
67.{)75 IJWY Ill
SPACE 3
MECCA. CA 92254

J \X MARKf.T 14
1.117 E 4Rlll STRH r
0:-.oTARIO. CA 91764

SALES
611 E. BARKER BLVD.
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314
NIGHTINGALE'S COMPANIONSAND
CARFGIH:RS
929E FOOTHILl BlVD .
#71>
CI'LAND. CA 9178~
ORASI PRODUCTIONS
1071 AGI.JA CALIENTE
COLTO:-.o . C-\ 92324
ORIENTAl. ENTERPRISE
71644 29 PALMS HIGHWAY
29 PALMS, CA 92277

RED'S HAUI.I!'OG
12279 FREMO~ ST
YUCAIPA CA 92199
RLT JOI'T VENTURE
251 CLARK STREET
t;PLA~D. CA 917X4
SALAZAR SERVICES
128 EAST G STREET.
STE. 201·202
COLTO,, CA 92124
(909)872-1800

SP'IIOR F Xt<.:L>TI\ F
RH; Rl;JH:RS
I ~40 BARTO:-.o RD.
Sl E 252
Rl Dl.ANDS, CA 92171-1920

TI.C RV STORAGE
KORRAL
4943 HOLT BLVD
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763
TRAI,.,ING ABILITY
SKILLS K!'iOWLEDGl
29:1-12 CLEAR VIE\\ LANE
HIGHLAND, CA 92.14~
ULTIMATh TAEKWO'DO
OF RANCHO CUCAMONGA
7~90 HAVE.'I, AVE •19
RA'<CHO Ct;CAMONGA,
CA 91730

County of Riverside

ABC PRESCHOOL &
LEARNING CENTER
53551 HARRISO:-.o STREET
COACHELLA. C'\ 92236

FINANCIAL SOLUTIO!'!
CENTER, THE
170N. MAPLEST STE. BIIO
CORONA, CA 92880

LUCKY NAILS & SPA
1150 EL CAMINO AVE. Nl08
CORO'IA, CA 92879

ADOBE COUNTRY
REALTY
11088 LIMONITE AVE.
MIRA LOMA, CA 91752

PLENTIFUL HARVEST
78-150 CALLE TAMPICO,
STE. 200
BIOMt~DICAL STAFFING
ASSOCIATES
31932 GLOXINA WAY
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92532

POOL DESIGNS BY
MAT UN
29316 EAGLE DRIVE
MURRIETA. CA 92563
ITS ABO LIT TIME
40915 BOUVIER CRT
MURRIETA, CA 92562
LOAN MODifiCATION
CONSlJI.TANTS
22355 BI'AR CRI'EK DR.
Mt:RRIE:TA. CA 92562
UNJTt:D MAINTENANCE
SER\Kt:S
9S61 \IISSIO:-.o BL\'D. N42
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509

MILGARD WINDOWS AND
DOORS
26X79 DIAZ RD
TEMECULA. CA 92590
SUGAR BABIES
10091 ASHVILLE LANE
TEMECULA. CA 92591
SOLAR POOL SERVICES

.... c.
1473 LINDEN ST.
STE. F
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507
Rf:CONNt:C'TION
llt:ALING
24012 STEELHEAD DR
CORONA. CA 92883
-\BC PROPt:RT\
l'ti.\NAGf"ME:NT
4941 LA Sll RRA "\'E
RIVFRSIDF·, CA 92505

BATILE FOR THE
DELEGATES.COM
15305 CABALLO ROAD
MORENO VALLEY. CA
925SS
A..CHAMPAG"''E
LlMOUSINE AND
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES
43980 MAHLON VAIL CIR.
Nl005
TEMECULA. CA 92592

MANOOWN I!'OC.
7715 SOLVAI'G PL.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503
CURVES
40535 CALIFORNIA OAKS
ROAD.
STE.A
MURRIETA. CA 92.~62
ESTORGE & ASSOCIATES
24086 WATERCRESS DR .
CORONA. CA 92883

ROUND THE CLOCK PEST
CONTROL
19684 COUNTRY ROSE DR.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92508

SPECIAL ENFORCEMENT
AND SECURITY SERVICES
6185 MAGNOLIA AVE.. Nl40
RIVERSIDE. CA 92506

BEST TRANSMISSION
PARTS, THE
22215 ROCKY HILLS RD.
PERRIS, CA 92.nO

WHITEOAK
\1ANAGF.MEI'ol
21658 SPRING OAK PLACE
MURRIETA, CA 92.~62

A&PGRINDING
1824 RAIDROAD ST
CORONA, c .. 92880

St:DANO TRAFFIC LINE
STRIPING
16NK BELAIR ST.
CORO:-.oA, CA 928KI

ELEGANI Ht:NTS AND
CATt:RI'G B\ CARL
2199 CARLE:-.E CIRCLI
CORONA. CA 92882
\ULLPRO
43122 \'lA DOS PICOS RH
TEMECl'L\, CA 92590.1

FARHAD "l'TO SALE.';
I'C.
1(141WI'IIIOPDR
CORON "'· CA 928M2
1'1· -''D Rt:con:RY
6115TH ST
NORCO. CA 9280()
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.\\1 2 P\1 L()(;ISTICS
IIX97 t.ITH ST
\11RA l 0\t.\, C.\ 91752

KEZI" CO\IP.\'IY
29271 STA\IPEDE WAY
CA'<YO'I LAKE, CA 925X7
IT'S JUST LIKF HOME
CHILDCARF.
3 1971 PEPPER TREE ST
WJ>,;CHESTER. CA Q2596
MAJESTY\ ILLAGE
8595 PHILBIN A\o E>,;UE
RIVERSIDE, CA 9250J
DISTINCT!\ E SHUlTERS
1700 C AMI'-0 LARGO ST
CORO'-A. CA 92MRI
.\\lERIC.\N CREDIT
\fORTG .\GE SOLLTIO"S
41264 BLSI>,;ESS PARK
DRI\E
TE\IECULA. CA 92590
C-\...,TER\\OOD R>\"<CH
10205 DE\\ HURST STREET
ME:\/ IFEE, CA 925X4
l.l'GEZ
11912 GLOXI"IA \\AY
LAKE ELSJ>,;ORF CA 92512
SHI'IE -\LL TilE TIME
DET\ILI:\G
1002 MEA DO\\\ IE\\ CT
CORO,A. CA 92Ss0
l"IQL F Ct:U.BR \TIO'\
1002 \IEADO\\ \IE\\ CT
CORO>,;A CA92SS0

-

~-

•

\llRRIET.\ PillA
HCTOR\
-II\.P7 \ll RRIETA HOT
SPRI,GS RD #04
ML RRIETA. C.\ 925t>J
C LEAN WATER TECH
4X474 !';ORTH STAR LN
MENIFEE. CA 925h4
RAIN OR SHJNE
J04J5 LA RUNS ST
MLRRIETA. C·\ 9256.3
SD PO'<DS
5756 \'lA ESCALAJ'<TE
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509
PITBULLALTOA'-D
SOUND
J847 PIERCE
L"'IT I
RIVERSIDE. CA 9~505
CRYSTALS FOR YOL
non DAY ST #209A
\10RE~O VALLEY CA
9255J
C0\1PLETE CARE
PHY ICAL THERAPY
4050 AIRPORT CENTER
DRIVE.
STE.D
PAL\.1 SPR ....GS. CA 92264
GLOBALFO"
72700 S0\1ERA RD
PAL \1 DESERT C ·\ 922ti0
H0\1EPIXELS
49456 \' IOLET ST
I'DIO. C.\ 92201 Rl\ ERSIDE CO

P.\Cif'IC GRILL

2251 GALLFRIAATT\ LER
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
l.ERO~tA FOOD CHAIN
661 VALLEY WOOD C'IRCI£'
CORO:-.A, CA 92879

PREMIUM ~ITAMI'IS
29051 \oARCELO'IA CT
\10RE>,;O \ALLEY, CA
92555
"SSISTI'IG "EEDY
FAMILIES
24337 FUI DR I\ E
\IORE>,;O VALLL\. CA
92551
SER\'ICE 0"
RESTORATJO'I
6648 WESTER' A\ E:
RIVERSIDE. C ·\ '12~05
SF:R\'10. O'lt. CLtAN
6648 WEST£-.R>,; A\'E
RIVERSIDE. CA '12~0~
THII.Et: f'Ol.D CORD
\II'IISTR\. THE
2621 GRO\o ELA" D STRE I J
RIVERSIDE C'A 92501
FOTOGRAHA
QU~Ct:A:-.'ER ."
~49-.; D ST
APT 116
PERRIS ('A 9!.~70

LOAN SAFE SOLUTIONS
1325 CORONA POINTE CT
CORONA, CA 92879

\I 'ITAGE ARCADES
49-978 HARRISO>,; ST #l-2
COACHELLA. C-\ 92216
SPC SUPERIOR
PRODUCTS CO.
81-740 CITRUS AVE..
LNITH
1"010. CA 92201
RE'IOVATIO'I SLRFACES
1(}.125 AVENIDA ALVERA
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92234
DE ERTAUU:
PROPERTIES
64920 DESERT AIR CT
DESERT HOT SPR I\;GS. CA
92240
F-\,'ll WRAPPER
53-270 EISE!';HO\\ ER
DRIVE
LA QUI'<TA. CA '12253
T-A'-G SERVICES
46-1>95 DESERT \ILl A ST #4
J>,;Df(), CA 92201
MAGIC OF :\AII.S
42115 \\ASHI'\GTO' ST
STE I
PAl \1 DESERT, CA 92211
:\ATIO'IAL 8 .-\ ... KRUPTCY

...

•

D~'Sfi'\ATIO'\

\1.\'\ .\GHtt:"T P\L\1

SPRI...,GS
41·1>25 ECLECTIC ST
STE.0-1
PALM DFSERT (A 9221>0
NATlRt 'S '<\TLRAL
HEALTH FOOD AND CAFE
555 S SliNRISE WAY #301
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92264
JEHE:R\ FIDLER
& ASSOCIATES
52225 SIIINJ>,;G STAR LANE
LA QLINTA. CA 9225.1
AI ASIA 'II MART
R2-l~l HIGH\\AY Ill,
BLDGD WIOJ
INDIO. CA 92201
A&C HA>,;Dn1.\"<
4t.l BRADSHAW L'<
PAL '>1 SPRI'-GS CA 92262
T&A III,DLSTRIES
l40E STI:TSO"'A\oE.,#.101
RIVERSIDE CA 92543
A.K.A GROUND lFRO
12116 SEVFRN WAY
RIVFRSIDt C A Q2503
BU:CitnOOD ESCROW
24JIX II Btl 0\K AVE
STE ,\.5
\IORE'O V-\LLEY. Co\
92557
t:T.T. C0\1P\ ' \
29XIl F\ "S RD
Sl-.; CIT\ C.\ 925Xt.
1101.\ \\OOD K '\ITS
4XI40 BIGHOR' DRIVE
l ·\ Ql 1:-.TA. CA '1255J
PARADISE POOLS A'ID
SPAS
267.10 STArt HIGHWAY #74
PERRIS, CA 92570
CAN\0-, LAKE
OPTO\It:TR'I
11722 RAILROAD CANYO>,;
ROAD
CA>,;YO>,; l AKE, CA 92587
BIBER ELECTRIC
l!Ml54 FOX STREET
Rl\ ERSIDE CA 925(13
SH.\CKf:J:fO'I
CO,SlLTI"G
4649 BROCKTO'I AVE
Rl\'ERSIDF C ,\ 92501>
1.0.\" S.\H SOLFTIO'IS
1.12~ CORO>,; ·\ I'()"IE CT
CORO:O.,\, C \ 92X19
CPT HT\\II"S
2Y051 B ·\RCf I. ON ACT
\IOR~\0 \'.U.LLY, Co\
92555
P\P\ DH HOP\1E"T
16XOI SE,DE·RO DEL
Cfi,\RRO
RIVERSIDr, CA 91504

PETITIO~S

74563 PEPPER TREE DR
PALM DESERT, CA 9221>0
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LATF: HATCH CL\SSIC
I~XOEATO~AVE

HE 'JET. CA 92541

,,

•

\lPA C D>\'\CEO'\ftR
415XI DATE ST
\1LRRIETA. (A 9251>2
ZUl\'lBA fRF.t.00\1
275:\-1 JO'I CHRISTIAN
PLACE
TEMECuLA. CA 92591
BULMARO BROTHERS.
STOKING
541>0 ETIWANDA AVE.
MIRA L0\1A. CA 91752
MY-CORONA.C0\1
2845 THACKER DR
CORONA CA 928RI
CO'I'<EXIO'I
TECH...,OLOGIES
69550 HW"l Ill
STE. 201
RA>,;CHO \11RAGF CA
92270
BELL\ BELL\
41410JU!I;IPER ST. Nl822
\1lRRIETA. CA 92562
UNDER HJS INt'Ll ENU:
7067 IDYLlWILD ll\ 'IE
RIVERSIDE ('A 925ln
R. I.G.S. \10BII E. DIESU.
REPAIR
19061 RIS"G Sl 'I ROAD
CORO' -\,Co\ 92XSI
\I& \1 \lt:OIC \L
SPECI.\LISTS
2544S ALP" E COL: RT
\1LRRIET.\. Co\ 9256'
SHELTER STl DIOS
100 \1ICHIGA:'-. .\\ £
Rl\ ERSIDF CA 9250"
ROSA ELlA'S
1390 W I>TH ST #106
CORONA. C A 92882
BODYVISION BOOT CAMP
270 CAVALETII LN
..;oRCO. CA 9281>0
JOYFLL WEDDINGS &
\1ARRIAGES
2375 S. TOLEDO AVE
PALM SPRJ>,;GS. CA 92~t.l
~1&G

\IAGIC HOLSf: A"D
BULDI'\G H ' R'IITLRE
6119 CEDAR CREEK ROAD
CORO>,; ·\. CA '12XHO
A- 1 E'GI'IHRI'IG
251J S SA' JAC'I>,;TO
SAl' JACINTO. CA 925X1
FINE Ll'lf: \1\CHINI'\G
271 ' OTT STRE£,T.
U'JT #26
CORO,A. C A 928X2
~Ff'OROABLt.

\1.\IJI"G

SOLFTIO"S
629 \!ILL STRH r
LAKE ElSI>,;ORI· C \ '12510
EH CO,Sl LT"G l"C.
401 SOUTH El CilLO
ROAD.
STE 100
PAL\1 SPRI"GS. CA 92262

GE...,F.SIS O'IE-'\INE
24291 THREE SPRI>,;GS
ROAD
HE\1ET CA 92545

'IF'\TSftPSOilfR
Ll\ I"G llO\H
21>26 5TH ST
RIVERSIDE CA 92507

JOHN E. BLR S
\1ARINADE & DIPPI!IoG
SAUCE
26487 ARBORETUM WAY.
STE. 2Hl4
MLRRIETA. CA 92563

RJ\ SERVICES
%51 ESTRELLITA STREb!
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

MY KIDS DENTIST
246J5 MADISON AVENUE.
STE. E
\1URRIETA. CA 92562
POPPYS • CORNER
BUTTERNUT DR
TE\1ECULA CA 92592

43~46

RITA'S HALLMARK SHOP
1007 CALI\1ESA BLVD.
STE.R
C -\LI\1ESA. CA 92320
tNTOL ClfABLE HAIR
DF.SIG'<, THE
24090 SU"',YMEAD BLVD..
STE.A
MOREI"O VALLEY. CA
92552
\\1'1/PROAlDIO
CO"iCEPTS
29414 FALLJ>,;G LEAF
DRI\E
L-\KE ELSI..,ORE CA 92510
\J'S POOl SfR\olCE &
Rf.P \IR
_9040 ROCKY SL\1\.llT DR
QUAil \ALLEY, CA 92587
CO,Ql FST REAL ESTATE
SER\ICE
11911 Bl RR ..\GE ST
CORO:-.A. CA 92880
F&YWELDING
1048 CIRCLE CITY DR.
CORONA. CA 92879
SPOTS CO
TRANSPORTUION
5065 KENSJ>,;GTON WAY
RIVERSIDE. C ·\ 92507
SA'ITOS ART - WORK OF
111Jl\1A 'I HA'<DS
41.144 CORTE RIALTO
TE\.tECl'LA, CA 92592
TOYOTA 1\.tFCANJCO
GENERAL
lU447 ARLJ>,;GTON AVE.
RIVERSIDE. C·\ 92505
S\101\.f: Pl.LS
I> 104 V," BLRE7'. BLVD.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504
POIIAKL POOL
& SPA SUPPLY
2161 C\I.II·ORSI.·\A\'E>,;t;E,
#lUI
CORO' A C \ 92H81
QWESTGROLP
41669 \\I>,;CfiE:STER RD .•
STE. 103
TE\1ECULA. CA 92590

SIMPLY TAN
1524 Cl,MBERLAND CT
PERRIS. CA 92571
SOCAL HYDRANT
SERVI CES
30635 FEATHER CT
TEMECLLA. CA 92591

Many thanks to our generous sponsors! Please patronize these outstanding
businesses WHO HAVE MADE THIS EVENT A GREAT SUCCESS!

'lEG RITA HOLDINGS
~2965 AVENIDA \1ARTINEZ
LA QuiNTA. C'\ 92253
Tl RNE:R MEDICAl
SlPPLY
3811>0 \lARA( ·\lBO CIR E
PAL\1 SPRI>,;GS C A 922t.l

Bronzesponsor
Stong Surety

C.AR PHONt: SOILTIO"S
611610 LOS GATOS
CATHEDRAL Cl rY, CA
92214
.\&1 "'OBI I. CAR W,\SII
51-925 AVf.NIDA Rl RIO
l-\ Qli-..'TA ( .\ 9225.1
PI"'\ \ CU. HOSPIT\IIT\
G ROLP
I 'X5 \1 \C"ESIA f.\l.LS
DRIVE
RA'-CHO \flRAGE C.A
92270
S.\'-T\ H BliiDI'\G \"D
DESIG'\
74~5010:'-.1 DR . #G
PAL\,1 DESERT CA 92260
LliS SIERRA TRH
SERVICE
33916 SKY RLL E WATER
DR. APT I
CATHEDRAl CITY CA 922:1-1
SF.... SLAL SPORTS
77"77 COL>,;TRY CLUB,
#309
PAL\.1 DESERT CA 92211
CIIABAD OF P\l \f
DESERT
73-722 EL PAS EO
PALM DESERT CA 92260
TE\IEClLA PO\~D~:R
COATI"G
25R07 JEFFERSON ST, H 120
\1L RRIETA. CA 92562
U7'.LIMITED
TRA 'IS\IISSION P\RTS
S'LPPI.Jt:S
20CJJ5 \1YRO" ST
PERRIS. C A 92570
Gl.OB.\1 RF'SPO,...SF
TRADE
109119 CENTRAL P \RK UR
\fl RRIETA. C A 92561
SOl. \R RAW \UTERI \LS
IMPORTS
10909 CE~TRAL PARK DR
MURRIETA. CA 92563

We would fike to thank

dtheirtime and
AniDnoino's Ristorantr:
8J45 Vineyard Avenue

Rancho~CA

Phone: (m) 941:o647
Dante's Deli
958 N. Diamond Bar
Dimond Bar1\CA 9116
Phone: (m, 6E!ilrD6

A Getaway So Close and So Much Fun ----- Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa
By Robert Page
Unlike many adul!s. l..1ds are
usually pretty Immune to heat.
They don't give I! a second
thought. vvh1eh IS vvhy if you've
lillie ones around the house,
pack. them up and head ofT to
Rancho LI\ Palmas 111 Rancho
Mirage.
What vv ith summer setting
In on the desert. and parent\
thml..ing about summer escapes
for the family. vv h1ch ''on 't
hreal.. the hank. .IS gaq)line soar-.
to S-1 .1 gallon. nearby Is a perfect family destination.
You may remember Rancho
Las Pal mas from its prevIous
incarnation ~p, a Marnott. but
that all ended about two years
ago when KSL Resorts, whose
recent California huy 1ng spree
ineluded acquinng the Del
Coronado and l.a Costa Resort,
added this grand old lady of
Rancho M1rage to its portfolio and then spent $15 million
to com ince you that it vvas no
longer the old Marriott.
They have succeeded.
At the heart of attracung a
younger audience IS a fun-filled
water complex trademarked as
Splashtop1a, which ringed by a
425-foot laty nvcr. Is the ultimate family-friendly spot at the
resort. There arc two I00-foot
water slides. a Cliffside Jacuui.
c:-.pansivc svvimming pools. a
sandy beach and a water-play
/One.
We overheard a I 0-ycar-old
tell his Dad that this was "the
coolest" fun that he and his

brothers had had 111 a long time.
The KS! planners couldn't
ha\e put together a more perfect
holiday adventure for l..ids. The
vvater slides deliver 100 feet of
twiSts and turns that send you
down a 1'i foot man made
mount<llll and Into the cool
w <llcrs of the shallov\ pool
hel<m .
Well. ol... enough about kids.
So '' h.ll about the rest of us
who arc beyond the l..1d stage in
<1ur Iivcs.
For starters. there is an .1dul!
pool. a 27-holc golf course, a
25-coun tennis center and three
other pools where all ages arc
welcome.
The resort h.1s 44-1 guest
rooms and 22 suites. with the
buildmgs done 111 a style of
Spanish architecture
The
rooms have been undated vv ith
plush dovvn comforters and top
prcmn1m
mal!rcsscs.
and
1neludc -12-mch plasma televisions wIth cable and satellite.
two-line telephones wllh voice
mail and high-speed Internet
access.
I've Jlways been doubtful
about hotel food. a suspicion
that elates back. to earlier days.
Lil..e airline food, hotels didn't
seem to care much about vv hat
you were fed as long as they
thought they held you captive to
thc1r grounds.
Intcrcstmgly.
the
very
upscale rcstaurall! at Rancho
Las Palmas is al!racllng a huge
local crowd. vvhich is signilicant

Rancho

1-!1\

Pa/nu/1 Re\llrt & 5pa .I lnruriou1 and
comfortah/e i111erior

vv hen you consider how competitive the local marl..ctplacc IS
\\ ith a plethora of upscale
restaurants 111 Rancho MIrage
and its ncighbonng communitics of Palm Desert and Indian
Wells.
bluE.mbcr is the resort ·s signature rcstauralll, and when ) ou
learn that Todd Clay tor. its chef.
arnvcd \'Ia Charlie Troller\ 111
Chicago and L · \uberge in
Sedona. the KS L guys understand the signifiL.IllCc of prov iding a fine dimng c\pcnencc at
their resorts
We shared scared sea scallops, served with chamerellcs.
pear tomatoes and pea puree.
and a bluEmbcr cevichc. \vi!h Its
mountain of shrimp. red peppers, avocado and orange segments.
For our mam courses we
chose an Angus filet mignon and
a baked lobster tail.
Claytor\ crcati>c offerings
mcludc a "Mac and Cheese"
orecchiettc pasta \\ ith duel.. confit. port V\ Inc onions and wIld
mushrooms. The bluEmbcr's
Sunday brunch Is not to be
missed, either. S1mply put. the
man can cook.
or d1d the wmc list disappoint. We chose a Lou1s LJtour
Chassange Montrachet from
Burgundy.
The restaurant\ most popular drink IS Its bluEmbertmi.
made with Grey Goose Citron,
Blue Curacao, Tnple Sec and
muddled lemons. One should

-.uftice!
For something a lillie more
casual. the resort's R Bar giv cs
you the feeling of an upscale
'>ports bar but vv llhout the dmvn
market crowd which 0\crruns so
many of them.
Then:·., a great v ibe to the
place. \vhat V\ith ih sleek. lc<uhcr
sealing. dark. woods and three
flat-screen TV-.. a pool table .md
a shufllehoard table
If you're into havmg a room
sci'\ icc hrcal..fast. you 'II note the
promptness Of their Sel"\ ICC. hut
a mce alternative is the resort\
Internet cafe which oilers several computer stallons as well as
Starbud.s coffee, bricl..-oven
pllzas and sandwiches to go as
well as an offering of lighter
fare for breakfast. lunch and
dmner.
Locals a-.. well as gucsh arc
mal..ing great usc of the new Spa
Las Pal mas. \\ h1ch c:-.pencnccd
a complete makeover as part of
the $35 million v\hich KSL put
into the resort ·s re-do.
The spa has 26 treatment
rooms. including two for couples.
separate
men's and
women's rela\ation lounges
with peaceful verandas. a
Turkish steam room vvith cold
shower, Y1ch; showers, chromatherapy soakmg tuh. Fmmsh
sauna and heated whirlpool.
The creme de Ia creme offering in the spa, however, is its
heated sanctuary pool, which ~~

cominued on page 39

